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1 - Why, oh why?
Did the world really need another book on Social Media? Probably not, but it’s not 
my fault: this book is the result of poor scheduling.

In february 2013, a few months after I had left Ketchum to become an independent 
consultant, I was busy establishing a network of international business connections 
with whom to work together and, naturally, I discussed with these potential partners 
how I could best deliver my consultancy, leading to the idea of true educational 
workshop.

I always considered training part of my remit, but I know that presentations and edu-
cation are two very different endeavors and, while I consider myself a relatively pro-
ficient presenter, my relationship with training is mixed.

I appreciate the longer time frame which allows me to go deeper on topics that need 
a little more discussion, but I am afraid of not sticking to a logical structure that will 
make what I say relevant and - most of all - memorable: what good will a training 
course make, after all, if its pupils do not retain the key points that should help them 
when they leave?

Additionally, a presentation’s job is to stir curiosity, make you want more, while the 
workshop is the “more”; ideally, attendees should be able to go back to the refer-
ence materials and refresh the concepts, reassess them in the context perhaps of a 
new situation; very difficult to do with a bunch of slides that contain little more than 
nice pictures.

So when the conversation with Andrey happened and he invited me to Moscow to 
run this workshop, I realized this would be the first time I would start from A all the 
way to Z on the topic of the Social Enterprise. Uninterrupted.

Although I had plenty of material, it was all scattered in various bits & pieces I had 
pulled together for different occasions. No coherence of language or terminology, a 
bunch of case studies without a clear role for each and so forth; in short, the material 
needed a significant overhaul.
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Only when finishing this review I came back to the mundane organizational issues of 
when and who, discovering that Andrey and Vlacheslav had actually decided to 
postpone to training to a later date, an email I had obviously missed. 

The workshop existed, but lacked an audience and I risked losing all the logical link-
ages and flow I had baked into the presentation, but never practiced.

My only way of capturing all that was to “burn” it into a short booklet, an endeavor 
in itself not devoid of challenges, at least for me:

I despise artificially inflated business books: topics well covered in 50 pages balloon 
to the required 350, thanks to stupid publishers who believe people buy books by the 
pound.

Writing a book creates a complicated relationship with editors - having been a junior 
editor of science books when at university, I know the role a good editor has in the 
final book, how important his/her advice will be, how much influence they have on 
the final text; but I don’t know if I am prepared to be on the receiving end of such 
advice. 

Not to mention 
the concept of 
“book” i t se l f , 
with all its limita-
tions - how many 
times did I criti-
cize the short-
s ightedness of 
the publ ishing 
industry which 
failed to recog-
nize the immense 
opportunity to re-
invent books into 
a new, better, 
richer, more en-
gaging product, 
choosing instead 
to simply replace 
atoms with bits: if 
I really believe in 

The un-book (full post here)
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what I say, could I ever write a traditional book? On the other hand, the ebook 
authoring software allowing me to write what I jokingly called an Un-book does not 
exist, yet, guaranteeing that the end result would not be what it could have been be 
in my fantasies.

Last, but not least, I’m lazy: if a book is the labor of love, I am more inclined to one 
night stands that long-lasting relationships; the blog format does not require as much 
commitment and delivers quite a bit of the same satisfaction, but simply selecting a 
few of my posts and cobbling them together would not do: I have read far too many 
poor business books that are the obvious result of this process to fall for this self-
delusional shortcut.

Now you know exactly why this book was born.

In terms of how it was written, it is primarily the result of a brain dump, using the 
workshop presentation as an outline.

Its table of content mirrors pretty closely the succession of the slides, and attempts to 
capture the same logical flow that I am using in the workshop.

It is also an experiment of the new book concept I have been preaching without find-
ing any takers: will it be more engaging, more interesting, more memorable than tra-
ditional manuals?

Finally, I am curious to see if what I want to communicate requires more than my pre-
dicted 50 pages: I know I start from a basis of over 100 slides (not a good sign), and 
have no idea what is the conversion rate between slides and written text. We’ll see.
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2 - Why be a Social 
Enterprise?
This book assumes a good understanding of the phenomenon of Social Media or, as 
some authors like to call it, the Web 2.0.

Should this NOT be the case for you, help is readily available in the form of what 
IMHO is the best short essay on this matter, written in 2005 by Tim O’Reilly, so feel 
free to peruse it if you think you need a refresher.

What is Web 2.0 - by Tim O’Reilly 
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Let’s now turn to the specific objective of this manual which is to help lead the transi-
tion to a Social Enterprise; maybe you do not think this transition is a top priority for 
your Company, so we need first to agree what is a Social Enterprise, as I do not think 
this is yet a commonly accepted definition.

To be honest, the adjective “Social” has so many connotations and meanings to be 
almost a problem in itself: it represent the semantic root of the word Socialism, lead-
ing perhaps to a politically-oriented view of the Enterprise which in this case would be 
completely wrong.

It is also used in corporate jargon in the Corporate Social Responsibility or CSR 
monikers, to indicate the desire of a Company to have a good relationship with the 
communities in which it operates.

Sadly, we must add another meaning to this list, as “Social Media” is the term with 
which we have come to define the parts of the Internet that people use to speak to 
each other; since the term “Social Business” has achieved good traction we may 
therefore very simply say that a Social Enterprise is a company that fully embraces 
the Social way of doing Business.

However, focusing on the “doing business through social channels” is a bit one-sided 
and ignores (once more) the viewpoint of consumers.

As hopefully we will demonstrate in the course of this book, doing “a little” Social 
Business and therefore being “partially” a Social Enterprise is as impossible as being 
half pregnant: either you are (a Social Enterprise) or you’re not. No middle ground.

The difficult part of the Social Enterprise is not a narrow-minded demonstration of ROI 
in selling online or in targeting consumers more precisely; no, the difficult part lies in 
realizing that once you start going down that path, you can’t stop until you reach the 
end of the slope. 

But if stopping the descent is impossible, at least we can master its velocity and direc-
tion, offering a way to enjoy the exhilarating speed of the ride.

Customer Service, Governance, Employee Relations, R&D, CSR, Investor Relations, 
everything becomes social and every one of your thousands of employees becomes 
an ambassador.
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2.1 - Brands and Consumers

In the past, the relationship between Brands and their Consumers has been very much 
a one way one: Brands would talk (a lot), Consumers would listen (passively); they 
could switch off and, more recently, they could channel surf or TiVo their way out of 
the bombardment, but that was it.

They could also write a letter to a nameless and faceless employee of Customer Serv-
ice to raise their points: sometimes such letters earned a response or another form of 
reaction, but the criteria with which they were evaluated were entirely determined by 
the Brand side.

This imbalanced approach offered a couple of sexy advantages:

• the Brand managed the whole process, issuing its messages in a very controlled 
environment where tone of voice, position, everything was fastidiously designed 
to be coherent with the Bible of the Brand, so that the experience of the medi-
ated contact between Brand and Consumer was better than the contact in real 
life.

• this obsessive-compulsive control extended also to the time dimension: not only 
the content was carefully engineered to create the aspirational/inspirational ex-
perience that (hopefully) drove people to shell money for the product, but the 
timing of its release was the subject of many an agonizing debate: when do we 
start, when do we finish, how do we make sure everything is tightly coupled to 
everything else happening. 

I find it very interesting that, despite this orwellian iron-fisted control over every imag-
inable variable, chaos still managed to insinuate a grains of sand into the clockwork, 
in the form of imprecise timing, or last minute change of plans. I still remember the 
scolding I received from Massimo Bramati, then head of the PC division of IBM be-
cause, although the PR results we delivered were beyond expectations, the timing was 
poor, as publishers often ended up reviewing models that were already obsolete !

Unfortunately, this is not any longer the way it works, as it was clear very soon: true, 
users will tolerate a degree of intrusion in their life in exchange for something they 
perceive as valuable: “Permission marketing” is nothing new - users have tolerated 
obnoxious advertising if it pays for a good movie or their team’ football match, but 
once a channel is open, users will assume that they, too, can use it! 
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Case study: British Telecom

Moving can be exhilarating, but is  also tiresome (have you ever asked yourself the question “Where the hell was all 
this stuff?”); dealing with utilities can be frustrating; nothing like realizing that your new phone line isn’t working 
to make you just NEED to vent off to British Telecom, using the #BTsucks hashtag to complain. Don’t really know 
about you, but being known for... sucking at what I do is hardly my idea of good reputation.

in 19xx Graeme Stoker was charged with the task of turning this situation around and he quickly realized that infu-
riated consumers used the hashtag because the computerized call centers sometimes drove them at the brink of 
insanity: ever found yourself yelling at a machine?

So he put a few people on Twitter and started the simple exercise of responding to every tweet that contained the 
#BTSUCKS hashtag. Of course, you can’t fix a faulty telephone line on Twitter, but you can show some sympathy to 
the poor devil who feels abandoned and you can pressure the customer service department to fix the open issues.

You can behave like a fellow human being, instead of a featureless corporation.

He also realized that - as we all do - people are quick to complain, but slow to praise; so, whenever an engineer had 
fixed a problem, Graeme’s team made sure he asked to the complainer if everything was all right now, and in the 
process made sure the complainer’s followers received an implicit message: “See? We fixed this one!”  

The one way arrow has turned into a two-ways arrow, and the controlled process 
whereby the Brand decide when it wants to address Consumers, has turned into a 
slightly more chaotic situation where the initiator can be the Consumer.

This is already enough of a complication, as it means we need to keep a minimum of 
alertness, since lack of acknowledgement and/or failure to respond will inevitably re-
flect poorly on the Brand.

But this is not the scariest part.

Consumers, as we said, are now active and passive players in the conversational 
game, but their counterparts are not necessarily Brands (ours or our competitors’): by 
far, their primary counterparts are other consumers.

In other words, the main reason Consumers engage in conversations is not to talk to 
Brands, but to talk to other Consumers, as it’s proven by the fact that these conversa-
tion existed way before Brands decided to pay attention.
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To put it even more bluntly, not only they are expecting us to accept the fact that the 
balance of power has shifted away from us (the Brand) to them (the Consumers), but 
they have realized they now do not need us to engage in the conversations they 
really care about.

Take traveling: why do we trust hotel reviews posted by perfect strangers? Are we so 
ingenuous that we do not know that it’s easy to pose as a user on TripAdvisor and 
post a gloating review of your own hotel? So, when Booking.com started to offer re-
views, it imposed that only people who had booked an hotel could post a review of 
the same, making it much more difficult for hotel owners to game the system.

The same could be said about the eBay Star system, or Amazon Book Reviews, or 
Yelp’s evaluations - the reality is that we do not trust any individual review in isolation, 
but rather the aggregate rating generated by a multitude of individual reviews.

There was a time when Brands literally created the platforms where such interactions 
could happen like Television or Newspapers; Brands created the “Soap Opera” so 
that entertainment could be mixed with a tasteful dose of promotion; free entertain-
ment, free news, free sports were the quid pro quo in exchange for which Consumers 
accepted advertising and subjected themselves to its influence - but do not mistake this 
acceptance for a demand.

As soon as Consumers were offered a better deal, they were quick to give it a try, 
forcing Brands to face the dark prospect of irrelevance, as they become less and less 
necessary for Consumers to obtain their information, news, entertainment or social 
interaction: as Consumers mainly look for each other online, Brands will be tolerated, 
as long as they understand and accept the new world order and their role in it - 
which is, in essence, the reason for this book’s title:

The music industry discovered the price of failure to understand this simple rule the 
hard way: they thought that controlling the promotion and distribution of new music 
put them in the sweet spot as they de facto controlled who accessed which music.

For friends, not for 
Brands!
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When Consumers started bypassing this gateway by means of illegal downloads, the 
Music industry focused on repression, while artists (themselves perhaps feeling 
gouged by their labels) started connecting directly with Consumers, if not condoning 
piracy altogether, focusing instead on selling a new product.

The result is that now the majority of revenue for the music industry does not come 
from the sale of recorded music, but from live performances and merchandising.

Are artists making less money? Not really!

Are new artists finding more difficult to emerge?  Not really!

Is music dying? Not really!

Are record labels feeling the pain? Well,....

2.2 - Alien Worlds

Making a complete listing of all the “Brand-independent” platforms and their features 
is not very useful, also because they keep changing, but I have adopted the “Social 
Media with donuts” scheme, which was devised by Douglas Ray (@DouglasWRay) 
who wrote it on a whiteboard, took a picture of it and uploaded it to Instagram, 
where it went viral. I have added my slightly updated version, even though keeping 
track of the latest fad in Social Networks is a little like keeping up with the latest tech 
gadgetry, or the latest cool cafe in town: it requires an immense amount of commit-
ment, so while it is important to have a general understanding of the basic rules gov-
erning social networks, the mastery of the quirks characterizing each of them is not 
really mandatory.

To further support this point, please observe that there are a few 600-pounds gorillas, 
there also new entrants that exploit niches not perfectly served. Witness the success of 
Instagram and Pinterest - both are image-sharing platforms, and exploded at a time 
where Facebook, Flickr and Picasa already had hundreds of millions of users.

Yet they were both able to find a twist (in the case of Instagram, it was the “retro” 
look of filters which turned the image into a somewhat moody self-expression, while in 
the case of Pinterest was the idea of “boards” or collection of images taken mostly 
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from the ‘Net as a way to 
curate images as you cu-
rate texts) that made them 
wildly successful with us-
ers.

Naturally, if the natality 
rate is still pretty high, so 
is the mortality rate: once-
dominant MySpace is de-
funct and while Four-
square stubbornly refuses 
to die at the hand of 
Facebook Places, nobody 
is hearing much from its 
challenger Gowalla.

Last but not least, let us 
not forget the geographi-
cal element that leads cer-
tain local players to as-
sume a strong dominance.

Hence the success of Vkon-
takte in Russia or RenRen in China - although their platforms are very similar in func-
tionality to Facebook, the geographical origin and the sheer size of their domestic 
markets allowed them to achieve the critical mass that Facebook struggles tho achieve 
there, at least for now.

Regardless of their peculiarities, there is however one common trait that they all 
share, a trait that has nothing to do with how clever their user interface is, or how 
smartly they use the latest communication technology embedded in our smartphones; 
they are the common watering hole of a lot of people who share the same interests, 
passions, attitude.

Social Media explained with donuts
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To use an aphorism, we may say that:

Human nature dictates that we want to be where our friends are: as a university stu-
dent I was a frequent patron of bars around the so called “City of Students” where 
most of the university campuses are located in Milano. Given the huge concentration 
of hungry and penniless students in such a small area, bars, fast food joints, pizza 
places and just about any kind of cheap food provider sprouted like fungi all around. 
Yet, for my five years I mostly patronized a certain bar - honestly, I cannot claim its 
coffee was better or cheaper, nor its sandwiches were any richer.

The big trump card of that particular bar was simply that all my buddies went there, it 
had become like a second home where we knew each other, and the owner knew us; 
we (the nuclear engineering students) sneered at mere mechanical engineers, and 
despised “commoner” electronic engineers: our tribe had its own language and myths 
and passions and heroes, so it is only fitting we’d also have our place.

You would probably think twice before parking your Vespa in a lot full of Harley-
Davidsons. But equally, no serious Ducati owner would ever share a bar stool with a 
pot-bellied dentist posing as a Hell’s Angel.

Humans are a finicky species and what makes you part of a certain tribe or group is 
often hidden from the eye of the non-initiated, but evident to the in-crowd.

Our kids spending hours on Facebook are not behaving any differently from us loiter-
ing along the beach in the summer, or cruising back and forth on High Street on sat-
urday - they, like us before them, are short on cash and long on time and anything 
will make a suitable pastime, as long as it is done with their friends. 

People are the killer 
application of the 

Internet
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2.4 - The Hive

Psychologists have studied this desire to “be with your peers” for many years, and 
there is nothing we can add here.

However, there are two peculiar characteristics that are worth understanding in some 
detail, and I will use a couple of examples to help me in this.

The first has been called “wisdom of the crowd” and is the foundation of phenome-
nons like Wikipedia.

Case study: Slashdot

Slashdot is a very large community of people who have a passion for technology and science. As their sub-title says, 
it’s “news for nerds”.

People on Slashdot are not simply interested in technology and science, they’re passionate about it, and - as it’s 
reasonable to expect - very knowledgeable.

The conversation we have chosen for our example is  not particularly recent, and on purpose we picked a topic that 
could generously be characterized as “niche”: an obscure swedish mathematician winning an equally obscure prize 
in mathematics.

Yet, have a look at what happens: a member, only identified by the perhaps telling nickname of “ScuttleMonkey” 
writes at 4:38 AM a short post describing how a Lennart Carleson won that year’s Abel Prize; in the few lines he 
adds to offer a little background on why this prize was awarded to prof. Carleson, our friend ScuttleMonkey includes 
no less than three distinct factual mistakes (highlighted in red on the screenshots).

Traditional logic would have us dismiss the post in its entirety, and perhaps stop reading Slashdot altogether; after 
all, how can we trust an entity whose news-reporting is so shoddy?

In the traditional world, what is written is  written: “verba volant, scripta manent” said the latins, 
words fly, but written ones stay put.

Not so in the brave new world of Digital & Social Media: and in fact, at 5:01 someone corrects error number three, 
at 5:22 two distinct members correct error number one and, finally, at 5:24 someone else corrects error number 
two.
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Even on a niche topic like the one we picked, it has taken less than an hour for the 
community to set the record straight.

This, in a nutshell, is the secret for the success of Wikipedia: recently a study was 
conducted to assess the quality of the entries on Wikipedia comparing them to the 
gold standard of encyclopedias, the Britannica.

One hundred entries were picked at random from both works and submitted for a 
blind evaluation to one hundred teams of experts in the respective fields, asking them 
to rate each entry for accuracy, errors, clarity, etc.

Well, it turns out that the Britannica entries were slightly better than the Wikipedia 
ones on average.
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But since then, all the mistakes that were on Wikipedia have been corrected, while 
the ones that were on the Britannica... are still there!

The crowd system leverages the fact that each of us possesses little shards of knowl-
edge, and offers an easy way to share and organize this knowledge, to arrive at 
something that’s usually a pretty good approximation of the truth.

To go back to Slashdot, its reliability is not associated with any ScuttleMonkey, but to 
the aggregate knowledge shared and organized on Slashdot collectively by its mem-
bers. The traditional idea that news reported by an important pen will travel farther 
than news reported by unknowns goes out of the window: each member of the com-
munity can be “a pen”, because the community will judge him/her only by what s/he 
writes, even more so when you think that in many cases you don’t even know who 
ScuttleMonkey really is.

It goes without saying that “size matters”: the more the community members, the 
more shards we can put together to form a beautiful mosaic.

Case study: Sony Entertainment

In 2005 Sony Entertainment sold a record.

They actually sold many more than one, but this par-
ticular record got sold to a bloke by the name of Mark 
Russinovich.

If you never heard of him, don’t worry: he is nobody, 
at least in the sense of “nobody famous”. In fact, 
Mark is a systems engineer who loves software, 
games and music. He is not famous, he does not have 
famous friends; just a regular guy.

So Mark buys this record and is listening to it on his 
computer when he notices  his computer is actually 
doing something else: lights that should not be blink-
ing are blinking, and noises that shouldn’t be heard are heard.

Like many of his peers, Mark is rather curious, so he starts to investigate what the hell is going on; he also happens 
to be a specialist on Windows, so he knows where to look.
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The more he digs, the less  he likes what he finds: in fact, without any authorization to do so, Sony has included on 
the CD a copy-protection software that self installs every time the CD is played on a new computer, preventing such 
computer from making an illegal copy of the music that’s on the CD.

Piracy is a big problem for the music industry, and this  is not the first, nor the most devious tactic employed by mu-
sic publishers to defend themselves.

Mark resents this intrusion: unpleasant as it is, it represents but a new tack in the eternal “catch me if you can” race 
between publishers  and pirates; he is however very curious and continues his dissection of the copy protection soft-
ware which, alas! turns out to be badly written.

So badly, in fact, that the self installation opens a security vulnerability on Mark’s computer which now could get 
infected by a virus.

This really gets on Mark’s nerves: like many of his  peers, he wouldn’t object if you slept with his girlfriend but never 
mess with his computer!

He’s  fuming, and feels  he ought to tell the world, so he goes ahead and posts on his blog (Fig. 6) an extensive dis-
cussion of what he found on his blog; unfortunately, Mark’s prose is neither easy nor interesting: he is a technical 
guy speaking to other technical guys, so the post itself requires a significant understanding on the internals of Win-
dows, as well as a significant motivation just to get to its end.

Yet somehow this post is read, other people comment and explain its more obscure passages in an easier language 
broadening its appeal; from blog to newsgroup it  grows into a group phenomenon or, to use the proper jargon, 
goes viral, hits Digg and other curation services.

At this point however, the situation would be easy to contain: a quick apology preceded by a few nice words of 
praise for the quality of the analysis, a promise to remove the offending software from future releases and a little 
patch published on a few technical boards would fix the problem, to a minimal cost for Sony who, instead, decides 
to ignore the problem despite having being alerted to its existence on the basis that well, it’s just a blog!
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While Sony revels in the evident imbalance between a world-class corporation and an obscure blog post written by 
someone who in all likelihood lives in his mothers’ basement, 
however, Mark’s post  continues to fester: someone launches the 
idea of boycotting Sony’s music products, quickly followed by 
someone else who ups the ante by proposing a boycott of all of 
Sony’s consumer electronics products.

To make a short story short, in only 15 days Mark’s post snow-
balls into a worldwide boycott that forces Sony to admit it did 
wrong, remove the copy protection software from ALL its music 
and offer a free exchange program whereby anyone who pur-
chased a Sony record could have it  exchanged for a copy-
protection free one at no charge.

Quite  a bit more expensive than the quick response we described earlier, not to men-
tion the image and reputation impact: while the news report appeared on a blog with 
very little readership, the post-mortem analysis in full colors was reported by all major 
news outlet all over the world, inflicting a major blow to the delicate mix of values 
and perceptions associated with any major global brand.

2.5 - Where do I start?

Usually at this stage of my workshop somebody raises their hand and asks a question 
which more or less sounds like this: 

“Is there a low hanging fruit, something that will produce a quick, positive result so 
that I can whet the appetite of my organization for more?”

And indeed, the answer is yes. In Chapter 3 we will look at how we can achieve the 
the full deployment of the systems and processes that are characteristic of the Social 
Enterprise, but it would be silly not to recognize that the decision to become a full-
blown Social Enterprise is not something to be taken lightly.

No, the all-or-nothing answer here cannot work.
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We need something more similar to a quick win, whose advantages can be under-
stood in a second even by the most staunch adversary of Social Media.

Not to mention that nobody likes the role of the guinea pig, and so we’re also look-
ing at something true and tested.

The best way to respond to this question is to look at two more real life examples. 
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Case study: United Airlines

Dave Carroll’s story is hardly unique: the young songwriter in 2008 had to fly to Nebraska for a gig; his United 
flight from Halifax stopped in Chicago’s O’Hare airport and, while on the tarmac, the passengers (and Dave’s band 
among these) witnessed luggage being badly abused by ground staff.

One of the bags contained Dave’s  cherished Taylor guitar which, predictably, did not survive the rough handling; 
while still in Chicago, Dave alerted three United employees to what was happening, but none showed any sympathy.

Once landed in Nebraska, Dave’s guitar neck was found broken and our musician started what he calls “a yearlong 
saga” to get the damage refunded; United dragged his feet hoping to discourage him and, ultimately, refused to 
repay the damage they had done.

Watch the movie on YouTube

So what do you do? Sue an airline giant? Not Dave; he enrolled the help of a few friends, wrote this little song and 
uploaded it to YouTube, where it has been viewed more than 10 million times and turning Dave into an instant ce-
lebrity and public speaker for consumers advocates. In retrospect, shouldn’t United have spent a few hundred dol-
lars to make good with this customer?
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Case study: American Express

Like many people, I have an American Express Card; in fact I have a personal card, my wife has one and I also have 
a Corporate card which I use for business purposes.

One day, a client asked us to buy tickets to send a few journalists 
to San Francisco, and we paid those tickets  through my Corporate 
American Express card.

A few days later, I  got a call from American Express saying they 
had noticed an unusual spike in my spending pattern: was every-
thing OK, they wanted to know?

I felt good about this call, these folks were trying to protect me 
from a potential fraud, so I explained the situation to their satisfaction; unfortunately, the young lady said, accord-
ing to their policies, until payment was received in full, they would freeze my account, including my corporate card, 
my personal one and my wife’s card!.

When I complained about this, she could only say “I hear you, but that’s the policy!”; frustrated I took to my com-
puter and wrote this post on my blog for all of its five readers to see. In the post (which was meant to be a letter, 
but was never sent) I called the behavior “the mindless application of a policy designed by some blockhead in a 
windows-less office”

Vindicated, I went home and forgot about the incident until the next day, when a lady called me from AmEx to reas-
sure me that “her office had windows”; once the surprise subsided, she asked me to tell my story, agreed on my 
remarks and gave me back all of my cards.

With one phone call she averted the potential loss of a client, turning me into a advocate. The wonderful part is not 
that they spotted my lonely post (Google Alerts are free and quick) but that they were able to activate a virtuous 
response mechanism in 24 hours. 

It is very easy to se the enormous difference between United Airline’s response and 
that of American Express.
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So, to all those who are looking for a quick win here is a simple suggestion: it does 
not matter if your business is large or small, consumer of business-to-business:

Mind you, at this stage I am merely stating a rather obvious fact: knowing is better 
than NOT knowing.

Devising an appropriate response mechanism, involving the right people, activating 
the internal processes that are needed to turn around a small incident as efficiently as 
American Express did are obviously something else.

But the simple fact you are listening to your customers already gives out a message: if 
you happen to fly EasyJet you can try this yourself: I was once on an EasyJet flight 
from Paris to Milano and - in a very unusual fashion - I was very early for my flight, 
no doubt because of a last minute schedule change.

Not to worry, I thought, I’ll go straight at the airport and do some work there; being 
Paris such a busy airport, EasyJet has many flights, to the point they basically have 
taken over an entire Terminal at Charles de Gaulle: from signage to dustbins, every-
thing at Terminal 2D  is orange.

Once cleared security I proceeded to the gate area where, much to my surprise, I 
found no seating; the prospect of sitting on the floor for a couple of hours was hardly 
pleasing, so I voiced my frustration on Twitter.

The following day, a customer representative from EasyJet contacted me on Twitter to 
listen to my complaint, assuring me he’d forward it to the right department; sure as 
hell, the next time I was in Paris, Terminal 2D had plenty of chairs - a direct result of 
my complaint or maybe an already planned improvement?

I will never know, but I like to think the former, and that because a kid DM’d me on 
Twitter showing he cared about me being unhappy with his employer.

How can listening to 
your customers ever be 

wrong?
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Showing you care about their problems, however small and unusual is the best way to 
preserve their patronage and - maybe - activate them to become a little more than 
simple customers: in the five years after the American Express incident happened, I 
have had maybe 50 opportunities to speak in public about Social Media and every 
single time the American Express story was featured. As was the United Airlines one.

Which side would you rather be on?

Like many of its marketing predecessors, Social Media risks overexposure by becom-
ing the universal answer to any and all marketing challenges; before we venture in its 
exploration, there are three basic blocks we have used to shape this methodology, 
and it’s worth spending a few words about each.
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3 - Inspiration

The main principles of Digital & Social Media marketing can be found in the seminal 
book by Dale Carnegie “How to win friends and influence people” as they are far 
more typical of human nature than of the platform on which they are deployed.

When you consider that Carnegie first published his work in 1937 and it still sells well, 
you have a measure of how little this discussion has to do with technology and how 
much it has to do with human nature.

Of the many principles enunciated by Carnegie there are some I highlighted on my 
(electronic, of course) copy:

Give honest and sincere appreciation - that is to say, show your genuine interest in a 
relationship with the person on the other side of the board (or Social Network)
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Arouse in the other person an eager want - it is far too easy to run away from an ob-
noxious marketeer on the Internet: Matthew Childs, who has been among other 
things Director for Nike Interactive once told me: 

“My problem is that on the Internet I am always at most one click away from Adidas or Puma”

Be a good listener. Encourage others to talk about themselves - permission to tell your 
own story is earned by our willingness to listen to the others’ first.

Talk in terms of the other person interests - as experience has shown time and again, 
nobody finds our product very interesting (except when they want to complain about 
it) but users will be more than happy to tell us how they are using our product.

Make the other person feel important - United did not care about the broken guitar, 
and they demonstrated it, while American Express cared about my suspended cards. 

Sincerely - Carnegie does not separate this word from the previous point, but I do, 
because the most attentively crafted Social Media presence can be thwarted by insin-
cerity. People will not resent us making mistakes, but will never forgive if we try to 
fool them. And while we are on this subject, let me add  another word of caution: you 
may think most of your users are not smart or sophisticated, and on average you 
would be correct. But averages here are meaningless, as we are dealing with spikes. 
Dave Carroll had a spike of popularity because of his song, and my blog received a 
hundred time more visits than usual for the American Express incident. Yes, you ARE 
much smarter than your average customer, but once they are connected it only takes 
one of them...
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3.1 - The Bicycle method

You may have wondered why the cover of this book bears the picture of a bicycle: I 
chose this symbol as a reminder that - as in riding a bicycle - Digital & Social Media 
projects require two, distinct and very different (but equally important) elements to be 
successful: impulse and direction.

True, the rider sweats over the Impulse element, without which you cannot climb hills 
or go anywhere; but is the Direction that decides ultimately where we are going and, 
often, when we’re going to get there.

So we must train our muscles but we also need to read maps and plot a route that 
best fits our physical capabilities,

Rear Wheel excellence is a lot about a disciplined process, executing well and in the 
right order, while mastering the Front Wheel is a lot more about understanding the 
situation and leading attracting as many supporters along the way; leading is not 
easy and - in many ways - not very rational: at some point, just just have to follow 
your instinct and not worry too much about getting every detail under control.
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3.2 - The perfect briefing

It is not uncommon for the seeds of unsatisfactory performance to be sown at the very 
beginning of the process: less-than-perfect mastery of the process means clients not 
always know exactly what it is they are buying (or committing to internally) so I 
thought of assembling an unordered list of all the questions I would have liked to see 
answered in a Social Media brief from a Client.

This list is biased, as it’s based on what will make my life as Consultant easier and 
more effective for my Client, and it is entirely possible (and perhaps to be expected) 
that some questions go unanswered, both for reasons of policy, or because the Client 
simply doesn’t know. This is no excuse for not asking them anyway !

1. Who is your target? Please define in terms of demographics plus any other crite-
ria that might be relevant; be specific, be fine-grained, this is not advertising 
(cheap shot!)

2. What is your marketing objective? What are you trying to achieve?  Digital & 
Social Media project fall in two broad categories: Awareness and Conversion, 
where generally speaking you will find more often awareness projects con-
nected to fast moving goods, while conversion projects are more typical of du-
rables and semi-durables.

3. How will you define success? (do you have quantitative targets for this project?)

4. What is your timetable? When do you want to start? How long do you expect it 
to run?

5. Have you defined a budget for this project?

6. Many Social Media projects require advertising support in their promotion 
phase; can we repurpose (part of) an existing online/mobile advertising budget 
for this?

7. What is the role of Social Media within this project? How does Social Media in-
tegrate with everything else you are doing around it?

8. Most Social Media projects have a content focus, that is a topic around which 
we want to assemble a community, or a subject we want to own, etc. - Do you 
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have a well-formed ontology for this topic? a well formed ontology consists of 
three components:

8.1. WHO is talking about this online

8.2. WHERE are they talking about this

8.3. WHAT are they talking about (a weighted hierarchical model of the key-
words that are used by people when discussing this topic)

9. Which countries will this project span? Which language pools? (NOT the same 
thing !)

10. What (other) online assets do you have available?

11. What (other) mobile assets do you have available?

12. Have these online / mobile assets been audited for Social Media usage: in-
dexability, flexibility of platform, addressability?  You may want to browse Chap-
ter 3.4 for more on this.

13. Which other entities (within the Company or outside of it  - e.g. agencies) play a 
role in this project?
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4 - Six Steps

This infographic attempts to capture several important points we will discuss in this 
and the following chapter: it may be therefore useful to bookmark  it for quick future 
reference. The first point is that the number of steps is small - rejoice, marketers! The 
second is that they have a precise sequence which cannot be broken, but at the same 
time, each steps offers a partial conclusion and useful deliverables, so you can start 
small and scale up.

Six Steps infographic
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Of course, this scalability is not unlimited because a couple of phases have inherent 
critical masses which create hard-coded scalability extremes.

The next sections each describe one of the phases, and for the description of the pro-
file of each of the resources involved, please read Chapter 5, where I also will at-
tempt to give a time and resource planning template to give an idea of the level of 
resources which should be planned for.

The six steps are meant to be a natural sequence, but it is also fair to state that prac-
tical experience shows they can be executed and pursued at different times; as a mat-
ter of fact, I have clients for which I only performed a single step.

4.1 - Insight

Understanding the Matter we are investigating is of 
the utmost importance: if we don’t know what we 
are looking for, we will never find it. You would be 
surprised at how many times the Client didn’t fully 
understand what they were asking me to monitor.

This is a process that requires a mutual exchange of 
information between the Social Media consultant 
and its Client, but once done, ensures infinitely bet-
ter results, insight and success.

The purpose of this phase is therefore to recon the 
status of conversations on the matter. The deliver-
able is a “map” that has three dimensions:

• People

• Places

• Topics

This map is important as it will allow us to understand the matter as perceived by con-
sumers, how well-covered the territory is, how active is competition (and who is your 
competition).
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In many cases, the client will be able to point me in the right direction, list competi-
tors, etc. but to do this properly I usually ask them to fill this questionnaire (Table 1) 

which will help collect all the needed information.

Experience has shown that clients can also fill in the questionnaire by themselves, but 
there might be cases (e.g. deep B2B clients, service or behavioral topics) where the 
answers to the questions are less intuitive and a more structured approach is required 
- for these cases, we recommend running a session with a subject matter expert; this 
might also be useful when the client does not possess a high degree of familiarity with 
online resources on the topic.

QUESTION NOTES

1 THE FOCUS TOPIC

In healthcare, this could be the syndrome we are researching, 
in which case we will have here all the names / acronyms of the 
syndrome, together with any qualifiers that help us find exactly 
the right people having the right conversations.
In consumer goods, this could be behavioral or aspirational 
qualifiers associated with the product, its use or its benefits.
In politics, this could be issues around which voters might swing, 
or key elements of an electoral program.

2 THE PRODUCT(S)

Again, we are using the word “product” in its widest possible 
meaning: a  drug, a party, a commercial name are all “prod-
ucts”. They should be listed here alongside acronyms, syno-
nyms, non commercial denominations (e.g. a drug underlying 
active principle) as well as, when relevant, nicknames, code-
names and in general any other semantic construct that might 
be used by people to talk about them.

3 THE COMPETITION

In the simplest form, this is your commercial competitors or op-
posite party, but it should include pressure groups, activists, 
grassroots support groups, associations (favorable or unfavor-
able) and the like.

TABLE 1: Reconnaissance questionnairee
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Do not be discouraged if the workshop is slow to take off: most times, your attendees 
do not have any idea of what we are trying to achieve, so a general introduction of 
15 minutes where you describe the objective for the session and how this session initi-
ates the full cycle may be useful. 

The outcome of this exercise is a so called “Search Seed” i.e. a bouquet of 20 to 30 
words (in each language) that people might use when talking about the matter and 
which we will use to search the web, either manually (submitting one word at the time 
to a search engine) or through the help of special software.

This is the first of a small series of key meeting when the project team starts building 
the levers that are necessary to steer the project through - these meetings will be dis-
cussed in more detail in Chapter 5, dedicated to governance.

Regardless of how you do the search, these are the steps to build the map:

1. Search each of the words in the seed; this will generate many “hits” for each of 
the words.

2. Quickly read each of the hits and discard the trivial (experience consistently 
shows that trivial hits - the equivalent of spam - make up over 90% of any such 
search). We define trivial hits as the one where no statement is made about the 
topic or the company we re researching: mere mentions, spam and “being a 
fan” posts will fall in this category.

3. List each relevant hit, copy its URL in a spreadsheet and, having read it with 
more attention, classify it using one or more “tags” (see the example at the end 
of this document); write each tag in successive columns of the spreadsheet on 
the same line.

When doing this phase through the assistance of software, you need to watch 
out for three potential pitfalls:

• Make sure that you are comfortable with the algorithm the software uses 
to identify the relevant hits. These might include double keywords or other 
gimmicks, but make sure you review and understand them and are com-
fortable with the results. Run a pilot, look for examples and case studies.

• No software that we know of can offer a credible result to tag posts be-
ware of claims in that direction, always have them substantiated through 
examples and case studies.
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• Most software tools require an initial list of sources - this is in itself a 
rather significant limitation, as it assumes we know. In all the cases  expe-
rience so far a Pareto (80/20) rule applies, but the sources who are in 
the 20 should be found by searching (and not guessed); some tools sup-
pliers claim to have already done this selection - again, check out claims 
through examples and case studies.

4. Once the main classification is done (and being this the most time consuming 
task of the whole Insight phase, you may want to take extra care to back up this 
file which in some cases may be quite large) you can query this database by 
tag.

5. Tags can now be assembled in successive layers to form a hierarchical model.

This figure shows such an assem-
bled model for the topic FOOD: 
in this imaginary case, we 
grouped the individual 
recipes into Meat, Fish 
etc.; in turn these have 
been added into an 
Entree level 2 slice and 
finally have contrib-
uted to the 42% of hits 
in the Recipes slice of 
the outermost pie; it 
goes without saying 
that there is a degree 
of personal judgement 
in how you add up the 
slices; in fact, in most 
cases we discuss prelimi-
nary results in the course of 
an adjustment meeting with 
the Client.

During the course of this meeting we 
look at the raw data, discuss how we 
grouped items and, if necessary, make adjustments to the search seed to include items 
we did not think about in the first round.
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The size of each slice is nothing else but the number of non-trivial hits that carry the 
related tag. This type of chart has many names, but when I showed it to my colleague 
Rod, he exclaimed “It looks like an onion!” and it has since been nicknamed “The On-
ion Chart”

In running large analyses, it is not uncommon to use more than one analyst to keep 
the delivery time of the Insight to an acceptable size: this however creates obvious 
issues, as different analysts will classify items in different ways.

In this case, it is the task of the Project Strategist to run frequent alignment meetings 
with the various analysts, resolve attribution conflicts and work our a common tag dic-
tionary [(oles and skills of the team are discussed in more detail in Chapter 6).

This is even more important when the analysis spans across different languages, mak-
ing the potential for  bad tagging compounded with the inevitable languages barri-
ers.

This is a fact of life, and the final Client should be aware of how complex this process 
is;  your best efforts notwithstanding, there will be cases of dubious assignment which 
can only be resolved together with the client before signing off Phase 1. 
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4.1.1 - An example

As an example, let’s imagine we are searching the topic HOLIDAYS and that in our 
research we found these four nontrivial hits: 

I went to this new beach resort 
this summer; had some great 
calamari, but ate too many of 
them, because it rained all the 

time.

My girlfriend and I stayed at this newly 
opened hotel - all the personnel was very 

kind and treated us like royals.

Paul and I went hiking on the 
Dolomites this year: it was great, 
but we had to stop for a few 
days because I had blisters on 
my feet due to my new hiking 
boots. I uploaded some pix on 

Flickr.
I hate flying to get to my 
holiday location; plus hotel 
food is usually miserable.
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The tagging spreadsheet should look similar to Table 2: 

4.1.2 - The deliverable 

Whatever the tool you use (or don’t use), it is essential that this phase is closed with 
the sign-off of a formal deliverable whose format is not so important, provided it in-
cludes the information described in Table 3. Also we will discuss in Chapter 4 the im-
portance of a meeting where these results are shared with the team.

More important than numbers and graphs is our understanding; a successful Monitor-
ing exercise should naturally lead to a discussion about What should we do about 
this?‚Äö setting the stage for properly framing the following phases.

For example, if you find a highly concentrated and active user community, you might 
ask yourself if cooperation with this community is possible, and under which rules.

If on the other hand that is not the case, you might consider developing a digital asset 
that could become the barycenter of this group of people.

URL TAG 1 TAG 2 ... TAG N

http://www.1stsite.com/abc seaside shellfish rain

http://www.2ndsite.com/def hotel service positive

http://www.3rdsite.com/ghi hiking blisters fun pictures

http://www.4thsite.com/jkl air travel hotel food negative

TABLE 2: tagged hits
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If a digital asset already exists, you might suggest a promo campaign focused on the 
key places where people spontaneously assemble.

Last but by no means least, there will be multiple times during the life of the project 
where a formal Insight document will serve as an anchor to bring the project back on 
course.

GENERAL

Distribution of relevant hits:
- on total (usually between 3% and 7%)
- by Platform (Blogs, Forums, Newsgroups, Social Networks)
- by Age group (young / adults / don’t know)
- by Gender (male / female / don’t know) 

SOURCES

This is the Pareto distribution of all the sources (URLs) we found in our 
search; it should be classified in blogs, newsgroups, forums and social 
networks, and should be ranked in descending order of relevant hits; in 
most cases, only maybe 10 or 12 sources have more than 3 hits

PEOPLE

This is a classification of the people that are partaking in the conversa-
tions: users, prescriptors (e.g. doctors or pharmacists in healthcare, or 
designers and architects in design goods are good examples) or other 
key players

“ONION” Ontological map of the non trivial discussions on the matter; done 
across Forum, Blogs and Newsgroups as well as Social Networks

TABLE 3: Insight deliverables
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4.1.3 - Where to look

As a rule, the three major domains where to look for meaningful conversations are 
website forums, newsgroups and blogs.

This is also typically the ranking when it comes to number of useful hits, and it should 
not be a surprise, when we consider that if I am looking for information or opinions, I 
am more likely to go where I find lots of other users.

It is perhaps more surprising that Social Networks, their vast audiences notwithstand-
ing, rarely originate more than a handful of useful conversations, to confirm the gen-
eral impression of shallowness in most interactions.

This is maybe also a result of subpar search effectiveness (if you ever tried looking for 
stuff on Facebook using their search you know what I mean) which in turn is perhaps 
a consequence of Social Network’s monetization strategy: if you want for your mes-
sage to be seen on Facebook, you pony up ad money, else...

On the other hand, as a far as blogs are concerned, with very few exceptions blog-
gers have very small readerships, unless they are Robert Scoble, and therefore they 
will tend to attract most interactions on ephemeral properties such as Twitter or Face-
book statuses.

Since Twitter streams are essentially unsearchable for the average user, their impor-
tance is to be sought on the emergence of thematic hashtags, either country- or local-
trending. 

Whatever the reason, we have always found that Blogs and Social Networks contrib-
ute very little to the Onion Chart, while they contribute a great deal when it comes to 
profiling influencers.

I caution however against cutting corners and ignoring Social Networks and Blogs for 
the sake of speed: I suspect that this trend may not be as definitive, and the demo-
graphics of Social Networks may sooner or later tip the balance in their favor.

Also, you never know when you’ll bump into the next Mark Russinovich so, do your 
homework!
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Case study: KitchenAid

KitchenAid is a leading manufacturer of high-end large and small kitchen appliances, whose most famous example 
is the iconic Stand Mixer.

Among the many examples of successful application of this methodology, KitchenAid performed a thorough Insight 
analysis in 2011, as the first step of the Digital programs deployed across Europe in the following years. I have 
taken a few charts from the analysis to show how these can offer practical and actionable suggestions.

The Onion Charts we see here refer 
to the three main languages ana-
lyzed at that time (English, French 
and Italian) and show a few re-
markable information:

1. the Onion of the Dishwashers is 
much more distributed than the 
one fro the Stand Mixer, which 
does not have any BLUE (Sup-
port): in other words, the ontol-
ogy of the Stand Mixer does not 
include support conversation 
because the product NEVER 
breaks down and so is never in 
need of aftersales service

2.  the evident discrepancy in the 
proportion of Support related 
discussions between the three 
languages suggests there might 
be some best practices in the 
italian organization worth look-
ing into, leading so drastically 
fewer users to seek support 
online.

3. the Market perception of the 
Stand Mixer is much more uni-
form than that of Dishwashers 
(and, not represented here, any 
other product in the KitchenAid 
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range). This may translate to an opportunity to run the same campaign for Stand Mixers across all markets, while 
it would suggest we are cautious about doing this for other products.

Finally, let us consider these other pie charts: while we did not perform and equally detailed analysis of the conver-
sations regarding KitchenAid main competitors, we did analyze the occurrence of each brand in conversations about 
the four main large appliance categories (oven, fridge, dishwasher and cooktop) suggesting a couple of interesting 

remarks: 

•  a couple of companies are 
identified as a single-horse con-
testant (Liebherr with fridges 
and Scholtès with cooktops)  
despite all six having a full 
range

• the oven is by far the most 
competitive sub-category: mak-
ing a name for yourself there 
requires a lot more effort than 
elsewhere

• Liebherr is equivalent to high-
end fridges. But high-end 
fridges are equivalent to Lieb-
herr. Not so in cooktops, where 
five out of six brands are well 
represented.

4.1.4 - Ongoing monitoring

Once sources are identified, they should be monitored on a regular basis to catch 
trends in consumers interests as they shift in response to external or internal factors, 
news or approaching events.

The frequency of monitoring will vary: there is no general rule for the “right” fre-
quency. Experience shows however that many consumer topics move with a seasonal 
cadence, hence a quarterly monitoring report is usually more than enough, however 
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at the opposite end of the spectrum, during a full-blown crisis you may need to moni-
tor continuously to correctly manage the situation.

4.2 - A special case: hostile bloggers

It is worth here to spend a few words on a special case in which we can use the In-
sight approach to obtain information on somebody who is hostile to your Brand.

Many companies realize the opportunities and the risks associated to the Social Me-
dia revolution only when they are hit by a hostile blogger campaign.

A distillation of the many experiences in dealing with such cases, this sub-section is an 
attempt to outline some of the initial basic steps to put in place to help the Client react 
to a potentially dangerous situation.

This is NOT MEANT to replace a thorough Crisis Preparedness Plan, or an Issue 
Management program, but to complement them by adding some elements that reflect 
the peculiar nature of Social Media.

4.2.1 - One Post ≠ One Crisis

This exercise starts when one of these systems (or maybe the person on the desk next 
to you) alerts us to the fact that a negative post has surfaced, whose content has the 
potential of create a problem for the Client.

Like in a more traditional offline case, a negative post does not a crisis maketh - in 
fact, most blogs have very limited readership, so before we throw off the main alarm 
switch, we need to assess the risk potential associated to the post, and follow its diffu-
sion through the Net.

As always, Digital starts with reconnaissance; we will assume that the Client (or we, in 
its behalf) have an appropriate monitoring system in place, ranging from a very sim-
ple RSS feed connected to a web, news or blog search, all the way to semantic 
search engines scouring the Internets.
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While traditionally it is pretty easy to determine that an article on the front page of 
the Washington Post deserves more attention than a quotation on your local gazette, 
making the same evaluation online may be trickier: traffic moves more quickly than 
offline, and an interesting story may cause immense spikes in traffic; being “dugg” 
(i.e. making it to the front page of Digg) or “slashdotted” has brought more than a 
site to its knees due to the sudden surge in visitors.

In other words, the carsic nature of Social Media is such that streams do not flow on 
the surface, but can disappear underground and re-emerge hundred of kilometers 
away, apparently out of nowhere: if we want to keep an eye on such a flow, measur-
ing must be done elsewhere, possibly far away upstream.

4.2.2 - Know thy enemy

To assess the risk, we must look at both the author and platform s/he uses. Let’s start 
with the latter. 

Ranking the damaging potential (DP) of platforms where a negative post may appear 
is obviously subjective, but according to our experience the Hit Parade could look 
something like this:

In other words, the most important characteristic we are trying to assess here is the 
potential for the platform to help trigger a viral effect that is both very fast and very 
difficult to track.

How likely is that this post is seen by other people? How likely it is that other viewers 
may get engaged enough to help spread the word (e.g. re-tweet, link from their own 
blog, press the Share button)? How easy it is for them to do so?

But of course, the platform alone is not sufficient to assess the risk, as we need to un-
derstand how the author him/herself can contribute to the diffusion process, leverag-
ing his/her own social graph.

There are many indexes that attempt to capture and measure the elusive “influence” 
each of us has on his/her Social Graph, like Klout or PeerIndex. These however re-
quire that individuals enroll in their system to give it access to followers count and ac-
tivity; should such a ready-made figure not available (simply because our potentially 
hostile blogger is not on Klout or PI, there is another way to get a feeling for this So-
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cial Graph, how big it is, in which directions it expands, and also if it includes other 
nodes that may trigger significant avalanche effects; in this continuously evolving 
landscape of social media, it may sound like a daunting task, but in reality we can get 
a good idea of any individual “Social Graph Potency” (SGP) by looking at no more 
than three places:

• Facebook

• LinkedIn

• Twitter

For each of these properties we must search for the individual and record the number 
of connections in his/her Social Graph, as well the number of those connections that 
have at least as many connections of their own, including himself. The product of 
these two numbers are that particular place’ potency for this individual.

As an example, Max has 220 friends on Facebook, among which Joe, Sue and Andy 
have more than 220 friends; Max’ Facebook Potency is therefore 220*4=880

Adding up all such potencies gives the individual’ SGP; we do not need to worry with 
de-duplicating the many overlapping contacts because if Max is connected to Joe in 
more than one way, we’ll count both connections as they represent two opportunities 
for Max to see Joe’s posts. Notice that most active networkers connect their accounts 
so that any blog post gets tweeted.

The average person on the Internet has an SGP of around 3,000 (calculated using 
average figures for the listed Social Networks) so normalizing the calculated SGP to 
this average gives us a Social Graph Index that ranges from 0 to infinity: anyone with 
an SGI higher than 1 is more influential than average and, for our purposes, more 
potentially dangerous.

Just as a curiosity, I have attempted to calculate the SGI of some highly connected 
individuals, and these are the values I have obtained (probably obsolete already !) 

• Robert Scoble: SGI > 274,000

• Ashton Kutcher: SGI > 5,300

• Barack Obama: SGI > 8,700
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4.2.3 - Qualitative elements

One final element of evaluation does not deal with numbers, but with the quality of 
the network reachable by the blogger.

To complete the risk assessment we will therefore research whether the blogger is 
connected e.g. with activist or pressure groups, if he or she has written on the subject 
before, when and what was the outcome of that action; whether s/he has assembled 
a formal or informal lobby around him/her or whether s/he is part of one.

All those elements help us understand how easy it is for this particular individual to 
“get the ball rolling”, leveraging his/her Social Graph.

The last piece of information that may turn useful is a taxonomy of the topics s/he 
writes about, suggesting other angles that may be of interest for him/her and ap-
proach routes for a direct contact; this information is usually better observed through 
the careful reading of the blog posts rather than the Social Network activity.
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4.3 - Content Strategy

If this were a military campaign, 
phase 1 would be called re-
connaissance: the generals 
would send out scouts who would 
come back with intelligence 
about where the roads are, 
where are the hills and ravines; 
they’d explain that the river can 
be crossed on this bridge and so 
on and so forth.

Armed with this intelligence, the generals would deploy their forces to make best pos-
sible use of them: they would never send tanks in a region where scouts have found 
swamps. Mountain troops would be given the task of overcoming alpine passes, and 
marines would be sent to hold a bridge so that other troops could safely cross the 
river.

In short, the better and more detailed the intelligence is, the better the generals can 
plot their tactics to achieve their strategic objective.

Similarly, the better we know what people are talking about in relation to a subject, 
the better we can design our content strategy.

This is not unlike a situation many of us have faced: you have been invited to a party, 
but you don’t really know many people there.

One strategy is to just sit in a corner sipping one cocktail after another - you achieve 
what was perhaps one of your objectives (getting drunk) but not much else: you don’t 
make new friends, you don’t engage in funny and witty conversations: just sit there 
and brood.

Another strategy is to mingle with the small groups of people, listen to what they are 
talking about and when you find a conversation you can chime in, wait for your cue 
and then dive in: it is really much more difficult to describe than to do it, but the key-
word here is “your cue”.
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If Jane and John are talking about having spent a week in the greek islands, you may 
join by describing your own holiday in Greece; or you may talk about your passion 
for suvlaki and feta cheese; or may drop an anecdote about that time you got drunk 
and ended up dancing Zorba’s dance on the table.

If you really can’t think of anything in your life or dreams or desires that is related to 
Greece, you will probably just quietly slip away and look for another group.

I doubt very much you would interject with something like:

“Enough Greece, let’s talk football! I think Real Madrid will carry the Champions League this year!!” 

and if you did (typically because you’ve spent the first part of the evening practicing 
the brood-and-drink approach) you would earn a few puzzled looks from the people 
you interrupted and, in the shortest possible time allowed by courtesy, you would 
probably be left alone by your conversation mates who would regroup, snickering 
about your social clumsiness.

In fact, this is so obvious almost no-one makes this mistake: even when you are among 
close friends, courtesy dictates one topic of conversation is connected to the next one 
with joiners like 

“This reminds me of...” 

or 

“You just made me remember that time...”.

The reason has a lot to do with human nature: we all like to be listened to with atten-
tion: remember what we said in Chapter 3? “Be a good listener” is one of the basic 
rules recommended by Dale Carnegie to nurture friendship, and demonstrating to the 
person you are listening to that your attention is so complete that what they just said 
reminded them of a very relevant anecdote of your own life is an excellent way to do 
so.

Yet Brands often behave exactly like the clumsy partygoer: mindless of what the 
guests are talking about, the just barge in, pull out a big loudspeaker, turn the music 
on and start yelling about their yogurt.

Let us be clear: this was NEVER nice, right?
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We endured the commercial breaks simply because we knew we were getting a free 
movie or a free ball game to watch.

In fact, some people got so annoyed by commercials that they bought TiVos or sub-
scribed to paid for entertainment just to be left alone by commercials.

Sometimes commercials are funny, and sometimes they became so elaborated they 
turned into a novel form of entertainment called the “Soap Opera” but in the vast 
majority of cases watchers or listeners endure them as a necessary evil, and simply 
hope they go away quickly.

4.3.1 - Be relevant. Or die.

But what if they become less necessary?

Remember, it was Dial’s or P&G’s sponsorships which made “Days of our Lives” or 
“Dallas” possible, but what if we had them available without having to put up with 
these annoying breaks?

What if “I love Lucy” was made available for free, no strings attached, for all to 
watch at their leisure? Would we clamor for toothpaste ads to be brought back every 
fifteen minutes or so? Would we long for the cheesy jingles? I doubt it.

For most of the over 40 years of its existence, the Internet has prospered largely on 
people talking to other people, and still today we are witnessing the phenomenon 
whereby people look for other people and are naturally attracted to existing cluster 
of similarly minded people.

Those suffering from a certain pathological condition will seek other patients to share 
their challenges and learn from each other.

Young travelers on a budget will value the opinions of kids their own age when look-
ing for a cheap hotel in Paris, and will disregard the opinion of a banker on the 
George V because they know the banker has a different criterion for evaluating ho-
tels.

This is the true nature of the Social Media Revolution, as we said in Chapter 1, which 
is not made of networks and computers and high-speed lines and sophisticated soft-
ware, but simply by the fact that theres lots of us people on it.
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In essence, people on the Internet inform and entertain other people on the Internet, 
and when the numbers get big enough, there is so much information and entertain-
ment being uploaded every second on the various sharing platform to keep us occu-
pied until we die.

Of course, we all know that the vast majority of what is being uploaded is worthless 
junk, which is why the Internet gave itself very effective curation mechanisms, rating 
systems and a myriad of other little tricks to make the good stuff bubble up from a 
sea of crap.

You may remember that the first step in Phase 1 is the discarding of trivial mentions 
which make up over 90% of all results. Such an abundance of worthless content must 
not lead you to believe all Internet content is worthless: according to YouTube’s own 
statistics currently 1.2 hours of video are uploaded to YouTube every second: even 
assuming 90% is worthless junk, the stock of interesting content is growing 432 times 
faster than the time to view it.

If there is one thing that the average YouTube viewer does not need, is more video.

If there is one thing Brands have completely lost control over, is the supply of worthy 
viewing material and with it, they have lost the fundamental quid pro quo which 
made users endure their advertising .

Brands have no choice: their only hope to catch eyeballs lies in the contribution of 
genuinely interesting content, which, by definition is content that matches what the 
user is looking for in that very moment.

Having established that the challenge of Relevance is upon us - and believe me if I 
say that this realization is half the path to enlightenment - we can now discuss how to 
achieve it.

4.3.2 - Pick your battles

Remember the Onion Chart?

That’s the nickname of our reconnaissance map and, like a general, we now must de-
cide how to deploy our “troops”, which obviously are not soldiers, but the content we 
will develop to attract our target users’ attention.
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First of all, we must recognize that there are a number of subtopics (onion “slices”) 
where we do not want to engage our users: they have a choice, but so do we!

We may not be prepared to discuss our compensation policy, or our pricing; we may 
not really have a good answer for our newest product’ glitches or we may not desire 
to break down our revenues by product line.

Of course, each of these decisions may alienate us the sympathy of some of our tar-
get users, but it’s usually a calculated risk that we must take for good reasons: there 
are many examples of corporations which had to cave in for example to shareholder’ 
pressure over executive pay or dividend strategy, but these are decisions that we will 
not throw into discussion.

So let’s cross out these.

Then there are the slices where we really don’t have much to say: if for example we 
sell cruises it is not likely that we may have anything really relevant to contribute to 
conversations of arthritic patients whose joint pain gets worse when the go to the sea-
side.

Let’s cross out these, too: no point in looking for trouble.

Usually at this point we’re still left with far too many slices: as in many things, it is a 
good approach to start small and, once you cut your teeth on the organizational as-
pects needed to deliver, you can always broaden your remit.

The best way to do so is to rank the remaining slices for two dimensions: size and 
relevance but this time, for us.

Do not be surprised at my last remark - this is still a marketing project, remember?

You must still sell more cans of soda, get your candidate elected, sell more oil-drilling 
platforms.

Relevance for us obviously means the proximity to our own marketing messages, so 
these rankings are very easy to perform, leading to the identification of the key sub-
topics we will engage our target users on.
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4.3.3 - Planning for relevance

This is perhaps where discipline is really the key skill. No matter how creative you 
are, or how smart your analysis was - none of that will make an iota of difference if 
you do not deliver good content, on time, every time.

Let’s go back to our list of Key Topics: in essence, this is the Table of Contents of our 
asset; for each topic we must find an internal Subject Matter Expert who really under-
stands it. The quality of this person input’ will directly reflect on the relevance of our 
contributions, so it is essential that the SME is truly an expert, to the point that lack of 
such a person could be a good reason to cross out this subtopic, along the lines of 
what we discussed earlier.

Of course, this person typically is extremely busy already, and it is unrealistic to sim-
ply drop an additional workload on him/her: experience shows that - regardless of 
the SME enthusiasm, the day job will claw back his/her attention after a while.

A sustainable organization must therefore require as little of this person’ valuable 
time and attention as possible.

It is wise therefore to organize the content team along the lines of a Community 
Manager plus an Editorial Manager.

• the COMMUNITY MANAGER is someone whose duty is primarily the livelihood of the 
community. S/he will oversee comments and interactions, route requests for ad-
ditional information, recruit new members and reach out to external communities 
to alert them about new content posted on the owned asset.

• the EDITORIAL MANAGER’s responsibility is mainly focused on the execution of the 
Editorial Calendar (see next): s/he controls the workflow of drafts, seeks ap-
provals, monitors performance of published content to inform the next planning 
cycle. Depending upon the volume of content, s/he may coordinate individual 
contributors, who focus on specific topics.

Editorial and Community managers will collaborate when seeking guest posts from 
external influencers. This is a powerful way to weave seamlessly our owned asset 
within the fabric of the existing community: especially when we carry a big brand 
name as our sponsor, influencers may welcome the opportunity of guest blogs and 
will naturally be inclined to cross-market their contribution to their private networks of 
followers, increasing the popularity of our asset.
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We will discuss in more depth other roles and responsibilities in Chapter 6.

However, to work properly, initial outreach should be established by the Community 
Manager, who is well aware of the influencer map around our asset, while the actual 
content of the contribution should be negotiated by the Editorial Manager, who is 
well aware of the editorial calendar under way and can find the best way to give 
visibility to a guest post while fitting other content around it to complete the picture.

4.3.4 - The Editorial Calendar

It is difficult to overestimate the importance of a well planned and well executed Edi-
torial Calendar in D&SM projects; remember, your content is you main vehicle to 
achieve relevance, so it deserves a lot of attention.

While the discipline may seem similar, the process’ motives are very different from the 
editorial calendar governing content in traditional media, where  the driving factor is 
the need to optimize content vis-√†-vis the most industrially expensive phase of the 
production of a magazine, that is, printing on paper.

This phase does not exist at all here, and publishing on the Internet is, in fact, ex-
tremely easy and very low cost, but we have another, equally critical challenge.

To be more specific, when you think that the connectivity you use is part of a flat con-
tract, and you are using a computer you have bought already for other tasks, and 
most of the software is open source or free, you may consider that publishing some-
thing online is essentially free (as in free beer, not Free as in Freedom)
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However, publish-
ing someth ing 
does not mean it 
will be read, and 
not only because 
the Internet is 
big: in fact, ac-
cording to esti-
mates, Google 
indexes about 50 
billion pages, a 
figure that has 
remained pretty 
stable over the 
last few years:

The reason for 
this relative stabil-
ity is the fact that 
although millions 
of new pages appear every day, millions of others fall off because they’re not used 
anymore.

A “page on the Internet” is therefore the grand-daddy of all tiny needles in a cosmic 
haystack, which explains why vast majority of Internet traffic is steered by search.

Let’s say I would like to organize a weekend away with my family and would like to 
rent a motorhome: I would go on Google and type “motorhome rentals” in the 
search box. Google would respond in a few picoseconds with a page called SERP 
short for Search Engine Results Page.
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In just about any SERP you can identify three distinct regions below the search box: 
the ad column (in red), the sponsored links/ad banner (in green and the organic re-
sults region (in blue).

The links that appear in the red and green regions are the result of a bidding process: 
advertisers bid a given amount of money to be placed there whenever someone 
searches for the keyword “motorhome rentals”, and Google awards the space to the 
highest bidder.

Google’s business model however rests entirely on the quality of the links it places in 
the blue region. You can’t pay to be featured there; on the contrary, Google’s algo-

Search Engine Result Page structure
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rithm (PageRank©) to calculate the relevance ranking of each page is the constant 
subject of a “Catch me if you can” game between Google’s engineers and scammers 
who try to game the algorithm.

Appearing on the first page of organic results drives enormous traffic to a website, 
the so-called GoogleJuice, and it is so important it spawned a whole discipline called 
SEO (for Search Engine Optimization) which is not the subject of this book, but suffice 
to remember that the sole criteria for achieving this  is how relevant is the link for the 
person who’s making the search. If these links were crap, people would stop using 

Mathematical PageR-
anks for a simple net-
work, expressed as per-
centages. (Google uses 
a logarithmic scale.) 
Page C has a higher 
PageRank than Page E, 
even though there are 
fewer links to C; the one 
link to C comes from an 
important page and 
hence is of high value. If 
web surfers who start 
on a random page have 
an 85% likelihood of 
choosing a random link 
from the page they are 
currently visiting, and a 

15% likelihood of jumping to a page chosen at random from the entire web, they 
will reach Page E 8.1% of the time. (The 15% likelihood of jumping to an arbi-
trary page corresponds to a damping factor of 85%.) Without damping, all web 
surfers would eventually end up on Pages A, B, or C, and all other pages would 
have PageRank zero. In the presence of damping, Page A effectively links to all 
pages in the web, even though it has no outgoing links of its own.

PageRank model (from Wikipedia)
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search and Google’s business model would collapse, hence the great value placed 
on relevance.

Instead, our Editorial Calendar has been designed from the ground up with the exact 
same relevance concept in mind so, if we have done our homework right in Phase 1, 
the topics we have chosen are also the topic of interest to our target group. But topi-
cal relevance is not enough, because Google also ranks content on his freshness.

Therefore, recently published content ranks better than old stuff that’s ben online for  
a while, which means we must not publish our content all together, as we would do 
on a regular website, but rather distribute it over time to maximise its freshness.

The best way to develop a sustainable plan is therefore to distribute the effort across 
two axes, topics and time, trying to make it as uniformly covered as possible.

The spontaneous question is then 

“What is the right frequency to maximise the SEO benefit?” 

and the simple answer is that there is no upper limit: posting once per week is better 
than every fortnight, but twice weekly is even better.

The realistic answer is to look at how much content you can process in each unit of 
time which, in turn is a function of how much resources you are prepared to devote to 
this. A typical Editorial Calendar usually looks something like this:

These 50 posts may not seem like much for a full year, but from a process perspec-
tive, it means you have about one week to research, draft and approve each article.

An example of Editorial Calendar
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Once you are up & running on this frequency, of course you may decide to crank up 
your gears and get more output, for example  adding more topics or increase the 
rate of posts.

4.3.5 - Sources

Another typical question is: 

“Where do I find ideas for posts?” 

but, luckily, this is a tad easier to answer.

First of all, you are sitting on a mine of content: white papers, research reports, 
analyses, market projections and all sorts of marketing materials you have lying 
around may form a good start for a post: obviously, they will need to be turned on 
their heads sometimes, so that the perspective mirrors that of the user (instead of that 
of the marketeer).

A technical paper explaining the advantages of a reduction in passive cell signaling 
(i.e.the messages your cellphone exchanges with the cellular network towers) be-
comes interesting for a group of users when we consider this reduced activity im-
proves battery life by as much as 30% [true story].

It will be the Editorial Manager’s task to look ahead and aside: what else is happen-
ing around you that we may connect to? Which developments are afoot in your 
product strategy that may be of interest to the target group?

If the EM looks ahead and aside, the Community Manager looks inside the commu-
nity, sensing trends and reporting them to the EM as possible cues.

Occasionally, EM and CM may look for help or re-kindle the enthusiasm for the pro-
ject - one of the instances where they will need the help of the visionary leader of the 
team (more on this in Chapter 5).

Although good content is more an art than a science, managing the process must be 
more a science than an art.
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4.4 - Online Asset

The definition “online asset” is purposefully vague, as we can-
not predict what will be the more appropriate form of online 
repository for our carefully planned content.

Therefore we feel more appropriate to leave this decision to a 
time where we know exactly what it is that we will share with 
our target consumers.

It is also true that putting online another asset could be consid-
ered sometimes akin to overstepping the boundaries of our re-
mit, for example into the turf of IT or web management which 
in all likelihood control the corporate website (for the overall 
discussion on Governance, see Chapter 4).

From a mere technical standpoint, moreover, there may be limitations or policies (for 
example database standards for marketing purposes) which we must take into ac-
count: last but not least, corporate IT is very far from our area of expertise, so it is 
only appropriate that technical choices are deferred to the appropriate functions to 
which, however, we must carefully represent our specific needs and the features our 
project requires.

What follows is a typical list of such needs, which may or may not fit exactly the bill 
of the project you are undertaking: in general, you may well have additional re-
quirements, but it is unlikely you will have less, so you may consider this list as a start-
ing point to develop your own.

4.4.1 - Strategic  consideration

In general, we know that although we are using the Social web, we must always re-
member we are running a marketing project.

The data, names, profiles of the customers that will be engaged in our program, their 
opt-in to our marketing activities must be our property.
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It is worth to remember that using Facebook means accepting their Terms & Condi-
tions, often criticized because it plays roughshod over intellectual property and - per-
haps more importantly - prone to unilateral changes the only remedy against which is 
the cessation of use of the platform.

So groups, pages, likes and any other form of easy aggregation must strategically 
evolve towards a more controlled marketing information system over which we must 
have complete control. 

4.4.2 - Functional specifications

Achieving link popularity (i.e. having many people who link to your website) is very 
important, as it is one of the most important parameters used by search engines to 
build their result ranking; if one such adage existed, we could say that 

Our careful plotting of a Content Strategy will run into a wall if our witty content can-
not be easily shared (easy = one click).

Our asset must therefore support a number of functionalities which essentially are all 
aimed at improving our efficiency in receiving GoogleJuice, or organic traffic (see 
Section 3) .

Your users, 
your platform

One incoming link is 
worth 1,000 tweets
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This partial list includes the most important of such functionalities which of course can 
be implemented in a variety of ways, but which should all be supported by the Con-
tent Management System of choice.

CONTENT MANAGEMENT SYSTEM - new, fresh content is essential to achieve good SEO posi-
tioning: as we have seen in Section 2 of this chapter, this means that our content will 
be released on the asset on a semi-continuos manner; the infrastructure must therefore 
allow for such content to be inputed by the user (i.e. no involvement of IT must be 
necessary). This in turn translates to the availability of a good Content Management 
System (CMS).

There are a number of perfectly good CMS systems and the policies of our company 
may already have selected a “standard” one - as far as specific functionalities are 
concerned we obviously need the ability to enter text, pictures and videos (see spe-
cific points later); the availability of easy to use widgets like polls are a plus.

CHANNELS - are we making easy for people to recognize themselves in our website 
structure? In other words, was the structure designed to service our Company or to 
address the information needs of our visitors? Is information clearly categorized or 
am I asking visitors to wade through the mare magnum of all I have to offer to find 
what's relevant for them? Think of the difference between generalist TV and satellite 
TV if you need inspiration; of course, deciding which channels requires understanding 
the needs and behavioral profiles of our (potential) visitors, which in itself may repre-
sent a challenge.

RSS GRANULARITY - RSS is a very powerful “push” mechanism that allows our content to 
be syndicated to the outside world, thereby establishing a more permanent bond with 
visitors: even when they are not on our site, an RSS feed alerts them about the fact 
we have published some new information we believe might be relevant. 

If you are not familiar with the basics of RSS, you may want to peruse Wikipedia’s 
excellent page.

The keyword here is “relevant”: nobody wants to hear when we update the biogra-
phies of our board members (unless I'm an investor or someone who's interested in 
Corporate governance) and if they came to our site looking for the technical specifi-
cations of our alloy wheels for the Fiat Punto probably alerting them of the fact we 
have a new design available for the Maserati GranTurismo is a bit pointless. So if we 
did our channels definition well, each channel should have its own thematic RSS feed 
that makes sure I only get the information I want. Ditto for any other mechanism the 
website offers for navigating content (see also below).
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SEARCH RSS - every website on the planet has a search function; only a small fraction 
offer an RSS feed from the results page, which is an enormous waste, because we fail 
to use something our visitors told us, i.e. the fact they're interested in Puntos and not 
GranTurismos.

PERMALINKS - many websites serve their content using a database backend to quickly 
access the information; this is very efficient, but it sometimes means that each page 
does not have a static URL, but instead a dynamic URL is generated with each query. 
For Social Media use this is a deadly issue, because it means that all deep links to my 
website content generate 404 errors every time they are followed. Bloggers learned 
to recognize this and therefore refrain from deep-linking content on sites that use dy-
namic URLs.

EMBEDDING - pictures and videos are often used by bloggers to support a post, but they 
are much more likely to do so if the resources are legally and technically usable. 
From a technical standpoint we must make it very easy for bloggers to embed our 
material, which means providing embedding code snippets (please see YouTube or 
Flickr for an example). From a legal standpoint, pictures and videos should be prop-
erly licensed (e.g. through the use of Creative Commons licenses or equivalent).

TAGGING - however carefully we may have selected our channels, there will always be 
cases where something fit in more than one channel, or doesn't really fit in any of the 
existing channels. The solution for this is tagging, allowing qualifiers to be added to 
any piece of content (text, picture, video, podcasts) to make it easier to find relevant 
information. This is especially important for non textual content, which would other-
wise escape the internal search engine. Tagging should not be open to visitors, but 
should be usable ALSO as an RSS feed and should be easily accessible (i.e. clicking 
on a tag queries the website for all the content thus tagged).

NEWSLETTERS - while powerful, RSS is not universal, and there might be visitors to our 
website who do not use or are familiar with RSS feeds. It is therefore a good idea to 
provide an alternative mechanism such as an e-mail newsletter. Users should be able 
to select the topics they would like to keep abreast as well as the periodicity of the 
newsletter. Format-wise, while PDF offers the absolute guarantee of layout fidelity, the 
vast majority of email clients are able to digest properly written HTML. Obviously, the 
newsletter must be powered by an automated system which collects information from 
the website Content Management System based on the user profile and automatically 
sends the newsletter with the appropriate periodicity; if the number of newsletter sub-
scribers is high (in the thousands) however, you should instead looking at some 
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proper mass-mailing software and the CMS should therefore only generate the HTML 
for the text.

4.5 - Promotion

Prior to discussing how we can 
proactively drive people to the 
Online Asset we have established 
in the previous chapter, let us take 
a moment to put this effort into the 
right perspective.

We already know that people find 
the information they need on the 
‘Net largely by relying on search 
and research shows that organic 
drives the large majority of traffic; 
the fact that in most commercial 
websites the majority of traffic 
comes from advertising, demonstrates how much their content strategy could be im-
proved.

The same research1 tells us that when a user is searching for a Brand, they are usually 
looking for a pointer to the corporate site (80% of all searchers click on the first result 
of the search); however, also non-branded searches (which are by definition more in-
teresting for us, because if they are non-branded it means we can influence them in 

Organic drives the 
majority of all traffic
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our favor) rely heavily on the search relevance ranking, with over 60% of users click-
ing on the FIRST THREE results.

This is usually the argument SEO experts use when pitching for their services; since I 
am not a SEO expert, I can also use the counter-argument, which is contained in the 
very same pitch (if maybe not highlighted): most SEO projects will deliver on a prom-
ise to “improve the organic placement” of your asset, but will never promise to put 
you on the podium: yet their own data we mentioned before demonstrate that the 
SEO bias decreases dramatically as you move away from the top three. In other 
words, SEO can be an irresistible force whose power however you only feel at the 
very top.

This is why it makes a lot of sense to hedge your bet by also looking at other ways to 
promote the online asset in such a way to accrue to it a role in the community which 
as we now know, already exists: over time people will tend to gravitate towards our 
asset asn a sort of artificial annex; it is fair to remember that these artificial annexes 
created by marketing programs usually do not have the self-sustaining nature of spon-
taneous communities which aggregate around topics of interest and thrive for as long 
as the topic remains interesting for a sufficient number of members; artificial communi-
ties instead need constant stimulus to keep it going, and will wither and die if the 
stimulus is withheld.

Having accepted the artificial nature of the community at hand, this section describes 
the lifecycle of a member within such a community and the drivers that we can deploy 
to move members from one state to the next.

At the beginning of its life, every community has exactly one member, its founder and 
each potential member starts as an outsider.

It is obvious that the process to participate in a community requires that the potential 
member is first aware of its existence and purpose and only once this state is 
achieved s/he can decide to become engaged.
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4.5.1 - Awareness generators

Experience shows that awareness is generated through four drivers:

PAID - This driver includes all forms of advertising, but in the case of community build-
ing, keyword advertising is most effective if we have done our homework right, i.e. if 
we have built a solid ontology of the topic according to our target. 

A well-built ontology will reveal a number of non-obvious keyword options which are 
tightly connected to the topic core and offer significant CPC savings  vs. the obvious 
ones. A thorough insight phase will also reveal other communities with a high degree 
of affinity with our target, in most cases offering cost-effective options for tactical tar-
geted sponsorships.

ORGANIC - This has been discussed at length already, so I’ll sum it up by saying that the 
methodology described in Chapter 4.3 strives to generate good quality, relevant con-
tent that visitors will link to. This content strategy immensely benefits from a good on-
tology, as it allows to quickly develop reams of content that we know people will find 
interesting, simply because we observed them beforehand. Over time, this high rele-
vance will translate to incoming links, further improving the SERP positioning of the 
asset.

CONVERSATION ENGINE - One of the other benefits of the Insight phase of our methodology 
is also the WHERE map, which tells us where on the web people discuss the topic rep-
resented in the ontology; this offers the opportunity for targeted promotion which is 
better received because it’s contextually relevant: participation should be open and 
transparent and, when appropriate, deep-link back to the promoted web asset where 
the visitor can directly find the contribution (text, graphic, video, etc.) that we want to 
contribute to the ongoing discussion.

Given the many horror stories generated by clumsy do-gooders, let me recap some of 
the (rather obvious) “rules”.

• Disclose, disclose and disclose. And then disclose again. At the bottom of (al-
most) every Social Media snafu there is not enough disclosure.
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• Respect the person on the other side - and, more importantly, respect the fear-
some power of a connected group of individuals; treat them with respect, even if 
they are abusive and dumb, because when you respect them you respect the 
hundreds of lurkers that are reading your exchanges.

• Don’t take it personally, you are speaking on behalf of a company. This is not a 
contradiction to the general principle whereby you are speaking as a person, 
but persons must stick to the message if there is one.

• Draft, spell-check and let it rest. There is very little to be gained from hasty re-
sponses, especially in a heated debate.

• Almost every conceivable error can be fixed by a simple “I’m sorry!”. Mistakes 
happen - it’s a fact of life, get over it!

• Learn to recognize trolls and their bait. Humor is awesomely powerful in fighting 
trolls.

These simple rules apply both to discussion forums and to comment threads on Social 
Networks posts such as Facebook status updates or wall posts.

The distinction is technically very clear, but most users’ perception is very blurred - as 
a general rule of thumb pushing our out content through popular SN such as Face-
book or Twitter is a very effective way to raise the awareness level and attract view-
ers: it is however important to note that a Facebook Fan Page or a high number of 
Twitter followers allow only a limited amount of interaction and, perhaps more impor-
tantly, are not fully under our control. The ultimate goal is to build a community and, 
for example ask permission for sending materials, or getting a good profiling of the 
people we attract, going deeper than the shallow information available on a profile 
we have absolutely no rights to.

OFFLINE INTEGRATION  - Social Media programs do not exist in a void: quite the opposite, 
the most successful ones are tightly linked to other components of the marketing mix.

You can’t disclose 
too much!
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For example, events offer an excellent opportunity to build the community by recruit-
ing attendees to it e.g. by offering access to event materials or documentation; addi-
tionally, the community could represent the virtual “bridge” spanning two events and 
reinforcing the belonging sense of attendees.

Virtually ALL components of a marketing mix are suitable vehicles for promoting the 
community, and should be leveraged whenever possible: this in turn requires a good 
degree of communication between the individual functions in the Client organization, 
a requirement which experience shows sometimes to be a challenge. Among these, 
first and foremost are high-touch physical events.

It defies logic that the high investment needed to organize a physical event often is 
not leveraged to extend its reach on Social platforms: after all, we know that only a 
fraction of the people we invite will attend in person, while there could be many more 
that access, read or download at least some of its content.

One simple way to make sure you do not forget Social Media is to develop a simple 
checklist of standard SoMe extensions like the one in Table 6 - of course there is much 
more you can do in terms of more sophisticated audience participation, co-creation 
and polls, but before you run far ahead of your own audience, you should practice 
the basics and make sure they become embedded in your marketing machine.
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ACTIONS
SOCIAL NETWORKSSOCIAL NETWORKSSOCIAL NETWORKSSOCIAL NETWORKSSOCIAL NETWORKSSOCIAL NETWORKSSOCIAL NETWORKS

ACTIONS

1 Create the event on FB and LI (if appropriate); 
publicize through posts and some advertisements

X X

2 Offer free, unprotected WiFi; stick the SSID on the 
walls and on the cover of the document pack

X X X X

3 Tease the event with brief video interviews of key-
note speakers

X X X

4 Propose a branded hashtag for the event (es: 
#ACME2014)

X

5
Consider reserving one screen to publish the live 
Twitter hashtag feed with unmoderated audience 
comments

X

6

Create the location as a branded event on Four-
square and as Facebook Place (so people can 
check in not to “Hotel XYZ”, but “ACME Confer-
ence at Hotel XYZ”)

X X

7 Download and stick on doors and walls the “Check 
in here” graphic from the Foursquare site

X

8
Open the Conference stating the Social Networks 
connections and encouraging attendees to interact 
also there

X X X X X X X

9 Publish textual highlights of the event keynotes X X

10
Publish (excerpts of) presentations on YouTube/
Vimeo

X

11 Publish all speakers presentations on Slideshare X

12
Publish the questions and their answers on Quora / 
Yahoo Answers

X

Table 6 - Extending events
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4.5.2 - Engagement generators

Once awareness begins to get traction, we must convert eyeballs to actions, i.e. visi-
tors must engage in our community, and to do so, they must become members.

Participation in (yet another) community is just like any other contractual engagement: 
the user gives us his time and personal details in return for something s/he considers 
valuable enough to justify the investment.

Attempts to classify the “somethings” lead to taxonomies that are bound to evolve 
over time more than the Awareness generators, but the following four have consis-
tently shown high degrees of effectiveness and acceptance: 

ENTERTAINMENT - Funny videos, comedy, parodies and humorous texts are all part of this 
very large category

VALUE - This category is more closely connected to a monetary value proposition and 
includes coupons, discounts, in-store promotions, gift certificates and the like.

INFORMATION - Often the easiest form of value proposition, information is valuable only 
if relevant in the eyes of the target: once again, a well-done Insight phase helps us 
understand this and enhance the value of our information by a) avoiding burying it 
under tons of irrelevant other info and b) optimize our efforts: few and good informa-
tion always trumps numerous and bad.

PEER PRESSURE - Last but by no means least, people become members simply because all 
their friends are. This effect obviously only kicks in when our community achieves a 
critical mass that unleashes the viral effect that triggers adoption. 

This is the most effective recruitment mechanism for spontaneous communities, but it’s 
very difficult to trigger in artificial communities: Clients expectations should be set with 
great care in this respect.

4.5.3 - Tying it all together

The ninth component that binds and goes across all eight previously described is RELE-
VANCE, and is perhaps the most important one. Relevance is our permission to talk, is 
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our guarantee of acceptance and is absolutely essential: when we cannot achieve 
Relevance, chances are our artificial community will have a hard time getting off the 
ground or (which is the same thing) creating it will be a very expensive exercise.

Finally, the relative proportions of each of the ingredients will greatly vary from one 
case to another, and it is entirely conceivable that one might be missing altogether: 
on the other hand, relying on just one or two may jeopardize the success of the pro-
ject.

4.6 - Community building

Building an interesting community has 
two different challenges: at the begin-
ning, you are worried about recruiting 
people, stimulating discussions, keep-
ing them alive - in short, you are doing 
the heavy lifting that will get the com-
munity off the ground.

After a while, something magically 
clicks and the community starts becom-
ing alive on its own right.

Posts appear without you asking for 
them, people argue, agree and dis-
agree.

Time to relax, you may think - wrong!

Because now you must start to worry 
about how you keep the community 
useful, i.e. how you increase visibility for good content, how you repress spammers, 
how you keep your content findable, what is the best way for people to follow discus-
sion which, by definition, happen in fits and starts.

So we have looked for some advice and stumbled upon an article that synthesizes 
years of experiments and mistakes at one of the vastest and oldest online communi-
ties: Slashdot.
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The sheer number of comments received  every day by Slashdot means their admins 
are among the world’s best experts in the delicate balancing act of moderation, and 
it’s worth listening to their recommendations. 

CLASSIFY CONTENT - An online community that contains a haphazard display of informa-
tion only leads to more confusion! A user needs information to be classified properly 
while searching for it. A threaded discussion will increase interaction amongst users. 
A structured and organized approached ensures better participation from users.

FOLLOW NETIQUETTE - The basic purpose of a community is to provide an exclusive space 
online, for people to interact and discuss. In that case, every user needs to be given 
freedom to post his/her views as long as it adheres to the rules of the community. An-
swers that are posted to questions can be replied with a simple “Thank You”. This can 
work wonders! 

Appreciation for other users is important. That’s what netiquette is all about!

ENSURE GOOD LEADERSHIP - A successful community needs a good leader or a moderator 
who takes care of the content and the social interactions amongst users. A good 
moderator is one who ensures the right kind of attitude is maintained throughout the 
forums being discussed. A moderator who does not weigh down his/her presence yet 
ensures decorum is maintained is bound to have a more interactive and focused 
community. A community can have more than one moderator or expert panel to en-
sure that the responsibilities are divided.

The main thing isn’t the software. It’s your (and your management’s) attitude. It is not 
easy to give readers near-total control over some of your vital Web real estate. There 
is an endless temptation to do things like create topics you think will interest readers 
instead of letting your readers choose what to discuss on their own.

Communities aren’t created by management fiat. They grow on their own. You can 
provide a fertile environment for yours, and nurture it with light-handed moderation 
and by having staff members participate in its early conversations.

NEST DISCUSSIONS - A flat discussion tags the newest comments onto either the top or the 
bottom of ones already listed. A threaded discussion shows “discussion threads” but 
doesn’t display the entire content of posts replying to “parent posts,” just their subject 
headers.

The Sarasota (Florida) Herald-Tribune has “flat” message boards. In this example, a 
poster has replied to three other posts, but the new posts are not associated directly 
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with the ones to which they are replying. As soon as comment count grows in the 
tens, it is almost impossible to follow any of the sub-conversations within it because of 
the way it is displayed.

Kuro5hin is a “geek interest” news and discussion site that uses software based on 
Slashdot, and displays discussions in threaded mode.

Groklaw discusses legal issues related to free software. Slashdot and Groklaw rou-
tinely run articles that draw 1000+ reader responses. Threading, nesting or some 
other sorting mechanism is necessary to keep discussions this large from becoming 
unintelligible.

Even in small discussions (20 or fewer posts), conversations are easier to follow if new 
comments are linked directly to comments they are responding to than if they are dis-
played in the order in which they were submitted.

Without reader-to-reader conversations, an online forum is nothing but a giant “letters 
to the editor” page. While posting responses to your published stories gives your 
readers more voice than they’d have without this ability, your forums or bulletin 
boards (or whatever you want to call them) will only achieve their full potential when 
readers start using them to talk directly to each other instead of merely reacting to 
content you have posted.

READER MILEAGE MAY VARY - You have readers who know more than you do about any 
given topic -- and plenty of readers who don’t know nearly as much as they think they 
do.

I've been writing online long enough to realize that I should be be thankful for read-
ers’ corrections and accept them graciously instead of letting them upset me. It takes 
a while to accept the constant barrage of criticism and nitpicking you get if you have 
reader comments attached directly to all articles on your site, but in the end you and 
your fellow writers will become more careful reporters.

One thing many online writers have noticed over the years is that compliments are 
more likely to be sent to you by private email, while critical comments are more likely 
to be posted on public boards. I've also noticed -- speaking strictly from my own ex-
perience -- that unfair public attacks from uninformed or mindlessly vituperative read-
ers almost always draw rebuttals from other, more knowledgeable readers. I have 
learned not to get into arguments with readers who attack my online work in public, 
but to trust other readers to come to my defense if I have been wronged.
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Of course, if I make a factual error or grammatical mistake and a reader posts a 
comment about it, the right thing to do is post something along the lines of  

“Corrected. Thanks for noticing.”

This makes it clear to the readers that I pay attention to posts attached to articles pub-
lished under my byline, and makes it even more clear that I respect my readers and 
happily give them credit if they give me informed criticism that helps improve my 
work.

The only problem with this philosophy is that it can be hard to separate experts from 
yow-yowers, especially if you’ve written about a topic area in which you are not an 
expert. But that’s why we have...

LET READERS JUDGE READERS - So you don’t have to judge them yourself: Slashdot, Groklaw, 
Kuro5hin and many other geek-oriented discussion sites have moderation features 
built into the software that drives them. Slashdot’s moderation scheme, from which 
the others were derived, works like this:

• Moderation powers are distributed semi-randomly, and only to readers who 
have had login identities for at least a few weeks. And no individual reader gets 
more than a few moderation points at a time, so it’s hard for one knucklehead 
to mess up the whole scheme.

• Obscenities, personal attacks, and other unwelcome speech will almost inevita-
bly be moderated down into oblivion. “Community standards” have been used 
as a legal test of what constitutes obscenity. Give your readers the power to 
moderate other readers’ posts, and you will soon find what they consider ob-
scene.

Slashdot has tried all sorts of additions and tweaks to its moderation system over the 
years, so many that a pretty good percentage of the Slashdot FAQ (Frequently Asked 
Questions) page is dedicated to comments and moderation.

The point of moderation is to separate dreck from diamonds. Readers who aren’t 
logged in view Slashdot comments that are rated +1 or above (on a -1 to +5 scale) 
but do not see comments rated 0 or -1 without special effort. Logged-in users’ com-
ments post automatically at the +1 level, while comments from readers who are not 
logged in start at 0. A post from someone who is not a logged-in user, therefore, 
needs at least one logged-in reader to consider it worthy of a positive moderation 
point before most readers can see it at all, while a post from logged-in user that a few 
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users who have moderation powers that day find offensive can easily drop from pub-
lic view.

On the positive side, comments that add something useful to the discussion will be 
moderated upwards, so readers who only want to see the most cogent comments can 
set their preferences so that they see only comments moderated to +2, +3 or even +5.

On the negative side, you may want to give readers a little help. Most Slashdot-type 
posting systems allow employees or other selected forum monitors extra moderation 
privileges so that they can save readers from the task of removing strings of espe-
cially vituperative comments.

You may also want to only allow comments from registered, logged-in users. Slashdot 
allows anonymous comments because of the “whistle blower” factor; some of the 
site’s best posts have always come from people who might lose their jobs if they 
posted inside information about their employers’ actions under a traceable name. In 
return for occasional anonymous gems, Slashdot suffers from plenty of anonymous 
garbage down at the 0 and -1 moderation levels: you may decide this tradeoff isn’t 
worthwhile.

In any case, you need to realize that your forums will need some watching and nur-
turing if they are ever going to become a valuable part of your online offerings.

ALL GOOD THINGS... ...must come to an end: you can’t leave online conversations “open” 
forever. Sooner or later you need to close them off, if only to keep comment spam 
from taking over posting threads on older stories. You may chose to allow comments 
on stories for as long as 30 days, although you’re probably better off closing com-
ments on most stories after a week or two if you publish weekly, daily or constantly. 

Never moderate your 
own posts
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4.7 - Feed to sales funnel

We said times and again that we must not 
forget this is a marketing project and every 
marketing project is ultimately motivated by 
the desire to sell more of whatever it is that 
we sell.

In Chapter 3.2 we asked ourselves what was 
the objective of the program we were de-
signing - if “selling more” is the ultimate 
goal, why do we need to further examine 
this matter?

The reason lies in the different nature of the 
sell cycle of our product: for a fast moving 
consumer good product, say a soft drink, the 
time between the emergence of the need 
and its satisfaction is quite short, minutes perhaps: 

“I’m thirsty, I want a can of soda!” 

The proposition is simple, does not require a lot of right-brain processing, but once 
the trigger is pulled, there simply is no time to convince the thirsty consumer that 
Coca-Cola is better than Dr. Pepper’s: the work of marketing must therefore have 
been done beforehand.

This is what marketeers call AWARENESS: the consumer must be made aware of my par-
ticular brand of soda which therefore must also be kept top of mind, because I have 
no way to predict when the need will arise, but when it does, s/he instinctively 
chooses my brand over the competition. As a result, while typically awareness cam-
paigns do revolve around users quenches thirst through my fresh can of soda, these 
(rather boring) call to action are usually “sunk” into all kinds of situations that may 
appeal to the consumer: they joy of drinking soda with your friends when on holi-
days, the manly satisfaction of a beer at the ball game, the svelte figure of a girl 
drinking sodium-poor mineral water.

Durable and semi-durable goods have a much different story: in fact their purchase is 
the result of a more complex, if not necessarily more rational process.
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Consumers walk a path - often represented as a funnel - whereby they start from a 
general interest in a subject, move down to a more precise fit between their problem 
and the available solutions, narrow their search to a few competing alternatives be-
fore making the final decision. It’s a process whose duration is proportional to the 
importance of the purchase, but also to the relative ignorance the purchaser may 
have of the subject. Obviously, each time our user population moves from one state to 
the next, only some of its members move: some change their mind, some decide to 
focus on something else, while some others “drop” directly into the lower state, a 
process which marketeers call CONVERSION.

It is therefore important to understand clearly if the main objective of our project is 
Awareness or Conversion, but before we move off this subject I think we must address 
a persistent myth about online, that you cannot generate awareness in digital.

To show how silly this myth is, I think it is enough to briefly examine the case study of 
Old Spice, a well known brand of men toiletries. 
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Case Study: Old Spice

Old Spice has been running a wildly successful campaign aimed at woman purchasers called “The Man Your Man 
Could Smell Like” featuring ex-NFL wide receiver Isaiah Mustafa, of which you see here the very first episode:

The same videos were posted on You-
Tube and the company’s own website; 
the difference in reach is rather self 
explanatory. 

The charts in the case study introduced us already to one of the most contradictory 
aspects in digital: everything is trackable, but does this means you should track every-
thing?
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Compare the ease of tracking in digital to the subpar surrogates traditional marketing 
must make do: it’s a little like moving a poor kid who survived on a bowl of rice a 
day for all its life to a four-meals-a-day regime of international cuisine. Not hard to 
forecast a major digestive problems!

Marketing was never known for the great quality of the data it had available (re-
member audience ratings? What a joke!) yet learned to achieve a good overall effi-
ciency on a meager diet of partial, unconfirmed and largely unscientific data.

Now we drown it with a smörgäsbord of every possible data item: the quantity and 
detail of such data is not something marketing is used to and it’s a well-known fact 
that the vast majority of these data find their most productive use in some marketing 
intern Powerpoint presentation, never to be acted upon.

The speed of data change can now be tracked by the second - many orders of magni-
tude faster than checking items on the shelf, but if the shelf is a physical one, it will be 
restocked according to the traditional cycles, so measuring every three seconds does 
me no good whatsoever.

Understanding the complete cycle is once more important BEFORE I decide what to 
measure, and in fact, should determine my control points in such a way as to allow 
me rapid intervention should a reading be offmark. 

In other words

Measure only what you 
can act upon
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4.7.1 - Measuring awareness

Let’s start with what seems easy: how to best measure awareness? I like to consider 
awareness in this context of being made up of two components: clickability and 
sharability.

I know these horrible neologism won’t win any elegance contest, but at least they are 
clear: clickability is the rate of people who, having been exposed to our content, are 
attracted enough to perform the action we want them to perform, like for example 
click to read more.

The reason you should measure this is because it allows you to gauge how effective 
your content is (how creative the ad, how smart the headline, how enticing the blog 
post title and so on).

Measuring CLICKABILITY (number of clicks over number of views) offers an objective 
view of which content works better.

SHARABILITY instead focuses on how well the content is working in activating the user 
who is exposed to it - if clickability measures how good you are at using your expo-
sure dollars, sharability measures how much additional free mileage you are getting.

In this table we compare two hypothetical campaigns with different values of clickabil-
ity and sharability: to illustrate the case for splitting the two, we have increased click-
ability fivefold and decreased sharability fivefold in campaign B.

 A B

Viewers 1.000.0001.000.000

Clickability 1,00% 5,00%

Clicks 10.000 50.000

Sharability 1,00% 0,20%

Shares 100 100

Followers 300300

F Views 30.000 30.000

F Clicks 300 1.500

Comparing campaigns
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As you can see, the two campaign deliver the same number of “shares”, but each of 
these shares works much harder in Campaign B, increasing the chance to trigger a 
virality effect that will carry awareness a lot further (and a lot cheaper).

4.7.2 - Measuring conversion: pure nurturing path

Conversion is a rather complex element of the whole process: marketeers call “nurtur-
ing” the process whereby a person gradually “warms up” to the idea of a certain 
purchase - think about the time it takes to make up your mind on a new car or any 
other important purchase.

This nurturing process is obviously depend on the actual product being considered, 
but I have found so far only two different nurturing paths, one that happens entirely 
online, while the other bounces back and forth between online and offline. 

I will therefore look at each path individually to close off on the concept of advocacy 
which is common to both.

A PURE NURTURING PATH is one where the process happens entirely online, and is typical 
of those product categories where physical experiencing of the product is inessential 
to the purchase, for example because the product is very well known or because its 
physicality is not important: books, records and software are all good examples.

Let’s start with an empirical finding: the interactions of people when they search for 
information on something can be grouped in the four categories illustrated in the ta-
ble in the next page.

It’s encouraging to realize that these four categories remain unchanged whatever the 
topic: from enterprise software to appliances to financial services, users seem to be 
going though the same opinion-forming process.

Obviously, at some point between the C. and D. states, a sale has happened, so this 
model, however empirical, is worth looking into with some attention.

Communication professionals are very used to offering diverse responses to diverse 
information needs; in particular, none of these needs is new, and in fact their arsenal 
already include a well known tool as a response: for those who seek Scenario infor-
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mation there are WHITE PAPERS, to the Solution seekers we will give CASE STUDIES, for the 
Benchmarkers we can offer ANALYST REPORTS: none of these information needs is new.

This is good news, it means we do not have to re-invent the wheel to address the 
needs of people online, and people in D. need simply to be taken care of by our 
Support personnel.

Let me take a moment to underline what we just said: IT’S THE EXACT SAME NEEDS PEOPLE AL-
WAYS HAD; perfectly reasonable, is it not? Yet a lot of companies are surprised  to real-
ize that the people they meet online behave every inch like the people they meet in 
real life.

A. SCENARIO Looking for general information about a relatively broad area, 
comparing different visions. Focused on long term evolution.

B. SOLUTION
Have a specific problem in mind, and investigate whether it can be 
addressed using a certain category of products or technologies. 
Focused on near term application.

C. BENCHMARK
Have decided to address the problem using a solution in this cate-
gory and is comparing various vendors, looking for real life expe-
riences of fellow users. Focused on present time deployment.

D. SUPPORT Have installed / bought a solution and is now seeking support on 
a usage problem.

Table 8: Information needs
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Not pointy-eared, trumpet-nosed, green-skinned martians.

But let us go back to our A, B, C and D categories (Table 8): at each given point in 
time, some individuals will be A, some will be B and some will be C and D. 

Only people in C are “about to buy” while people in D have “already bought”: the 
transition C >> D is the one we don’t want to miss, especially because it does not 
happen very often, unlike in fast moving consumer goods.

Therefore, to rephrase our general conversion objective we could say that in a con-
version situation we must achieve two separate objectives:

1. to efficiently move people from the “A” state to the “C” state

2. to profile as precisely as possible people in the “C” state, so that our sales or-
ganization can best convert these hot leads in actual sales.

Only the good coordination between those two actions will deliver sustainable good 
performance in converting eyeballs to sales.

Let us imagine a fictitious Widget Inc. whose online asset is divided as in Figure 17: 
any hypothetical users who do not know much about widgets but are starting to warm 
up to the idea of buying some, would typically start browsing the Orange section, as 
they familiarize themselves with the essentials of the widget market.

Once this is digested (assuming they’re still of the idea they may need some widgets) 
they would probably start reading the content in the Yellow region whose content 
shows how people are using widgets - typically a newbie visitor would look for situa-
tions similar to his own and, therefore, obtain some useful usage suggestions that im-
prove his understanding of how the problem at hand can (or cannot) be solved using 
widgets.

The people we find 
online are the same 

people we find offline
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This is where the user starts thinking about budgets, drafting a features list and seri-
ously comparing actual products, with the objective of narrowing down the thousands 
of options to a small number of candidates that show the best feature / price combi-
nations: the Green section should therefore offer things like prices and features com-
parisons; in complex products a configurator may also be an option.

Once the shortlist is completed, the actual purchase ensues, sometimes online, but 
much more frequently offline: even the most die-hard e-commerce fan would probably 
want to kick the tires or test-drive a new car.

Our first measurement objective is therefore translated simply to how fast the average 
visitor moves from the Orange content to the Yellow and to the Green. Rather than 
agonizing over complex setups measuring the position of the eyes of the visitors and 
whether they scratch their noses reading our stuff, we should first of all build some 
kind of gate that will ping every time someone matured from one of the states to the 
next.

In our silly example, we may ask users who want to see “pictures of widgets in ac-

Opinions that matter: 
Kevin Kelly and Stephen Hawking: their take 

on the market of widgets.

Opinions that matter: 
Kevin Kelly and Stephen Hawking: their take 

on the market of widgets.

Widgets in action: 
pictures of our members using their favorite 

widgets. Add yours !

Your dream widget
Fill in our instant 

poll and win “The 
hitchhiker guide to 
widgets” by Doug-

las Adams

Fig. 17 - www.widgetworld.com
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tion” to check in with their Facebook profile: quick and easy, generates the ping and 
starts building the profile of our maturing visitor.

Similarly, the gateway to a valuable offering such as a widget configurator could be 
a fuller registration. This time the ping would be louder and come loaded with more 
information: we know who the user is, where s/he lives and the general shape of the 
problem at hand.

The Green section is where monitoring needs to be more intelligent than the simple 
pings I described above, and where the attention of the Community Manager should 
be highest to COMPILE AS MUCH INFORMATION as we can about each participant, so that we 
can pass on to the sales organization for closure a lead that is as qualified as possi-
ble.

When we closed off Chapter 4.5, we said that Relevance was perhaps the most im-
portant ingredient in arousing the interest of people.

Let’s consider this statement again in the context of our effectiveness discussion: the 
raw number of leads we are nurturing depends on the yield of each phase transitions 
(from Orange to Yellow to Green), but of course depends on how many individuals 
we have in each state.

So far, we have focused our discussion on understanding how we can improve the 
transition efficiencies, but can we also improve the population?

In our discussion of promotion we spoke about something we called Conversation En-
gine which in essence is the ability we have to engage in conversations already under 
way, deep-linking  to relevant content on our online asset.

We now know that the content on the asset itself comes in Orange, Yellow and Green 
flavors, giving us the opportunity to be even more granular in selecting which conver-
sation we direct to which content region; in other words, Green conversations will be 
offered Green links, while Orange or Yellow conversations will be offered the corre-
sponding flavor.

This applies - last but not least - also to the Paid component of our promotion strategy. 
In most cases, such component will be deployed by means of carefully crafted ad-
words, themselves made more effective by the ontology we derived in the Insight 
phase.
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However, not only we can work on using the “right” keywords, but we can also lower 
the bounce rate of clickthroughs by deep-linking content that is more directly relevant 
to the search: I may only have a single post in the whole online asset that speaks 
about dietary supplements for pregnant women who are vegan, but to such a would-
be mother that one article may be exactly what she was looking for.

This is another example of how looking at data from the wrong perspective may gen-
erate wrong understanding: we may rejoice because users spend a lot of time on our 
asset and open many pages, but from an effectiveness standpoint this may actually 
accrue us less value than a user being linked straight to the page that contains the 
exact information s/he is looking for. 

4.7.3 - Measuring conversion: mixed nurturing path

A MIXED NURTURING PATH is one where the process weaves back and forth between on-
line and offline; this is typically due to the fact that a physical contact with the product 
represents an important contribution in the nurturing process.

A good example may be the purchase of a new car: it does not matter how long you 
study catalogs and websites, at some point you will want to visit a showroom to “kick 
the tires” of the model you’re considering.

The mixed nurturing path is also mandatory in all the cases where the Brand does not 
want to convert sales online for fear of alienating a powerful reseller network.

Whatever the reason, online enjoys a distinct advantage over offline, and that is its 
supreme trackability; not so in real life where a lead created and nurtured by Brand 
A can be flipped over to  Brand B at closure for a million different reasons.

It is therefore important that as the path is plotted, appropriate measures are taken to 
prevent brand flipping by resellers or distributors; that in turn requires a good knowl-
edge of the reseller network, and a strong collaboration with the Sales organization 
to design a control mechanism that is not too cumbersome and perhaps connected to 
an existing incentive scheme rewarding resellers when they perform a tracking action.

For example, an appliance reseller could scan in through a mobile phone app a QR 
code printed by a walk-in customer to grant a discount on the purchase; upon check 
out, the same app could scan the bar code on the sold appliance, connecting lead to 
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sale and generating a commission for the reseller on future accessories purchased by 
the client for that appliance on the Brand’ online store.

Most offline interactions revolve around some form of promotion, i.e. the online nur-
turing culminates in some form of value offering which can only be redeemed at the 
store where hopefully also the sale happens.

In an ideal world, leads should therefore be directed to stores where the considered 
purchase can be fulfilled: there is nothing worse that directing a customer perfectly 
ready and willing to buy a Pink Widget to a store that only stocks Green ones: in the 
best possible outcome the sale is delayed

“Come back next week, we’ll get some Pink ones for you!”

but it’s easy to see that the scenario could be a much worse one

“Sorry we ran out of Pink Widgets of Brand A, but we have plenty of Brand B which is just as good, trust me!”

This is in principle very easy, but in practice requires a level of integration with the 
Reseller ERP that usually is NOT in place: in other words, I may know that I shipped a 
Pink Widget to a certain store two weeks ago, but don’t necessarily know is this par-
ticular item has been sold already.

Single Brand resellers may have such integration in place, but most stores carrying 
multiple brands may not like the fact one of their vendors has access to their stock 
and sales in real time.

4.7.4 - Measuring conversion: gateways

A side note is needed to briefly discuss GATEWAYS.

I call gateways the connectors marking the transition from one stage of the nurturing 
path to another; these are very important, because they are where a shrewd Analyt-
ics whiz will place the breaks that generate analytics that allow us to measure how 
many people have moved from stage X to stage Y.

The printed QR code the client brings to the store to get the discount is another gate-
way, as is the online game where users post pictures of their recipe.
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While creativity must be left to flow freely to make the engagement mechanism funny, 
witty and appealing, it is important that gateways are designed as part of the en-
gagement process so that tracking is unequivocal and easy.

In general, gateways capture client information and therefore must offer a clear re-
ward for this action: the quid pro quo must be open and sincere to take the second 
guessing off the table.

4.7.5 - The last mile

This discussion would not be complete without at least initiating to consider the very 
last transition in Fig. 18, the one that links the Green section to the closure.

I think the best way to embark in that discussion is to use a practical example, but as I 
am lacking a full one, I will use one that is only 99% real and still waiting for a ven-
dor clever enough to put it to work.

Two years ago, we moved to a new house in the countryside between Milano and 
Pavia; despite being so close to such a big city, this area is quite unique because it 
retained its distinctively farming vocation; when you look up the tiny village of Lardi-
rago on a map, you see it’s smack in the center of a triangle defined by three high-
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ways between Milano and the 
east-west running Po river.

This is the kind of place you 
pick if you like to live in the 
countryside, and in fact per-
haps the most distinctive fea-
ture of our house is its large 
garden, whose size is enough 
to make you wonder how the 
hell you will possibly mow it 
every week.

When we moved, therefore, I 
found myself in a very strong 
bargaining position making to 
my wife the case for the pur-
chase of a tractor lawnmower, 
a toy that has been on my 
wishlist for a long time without 
much chances of becoming re-
ality, given the tiny backyards 

we always had.

But my whole body of knowledge about tractor lawnmowers amounted more or less 
to watching the movie “Forrest Gump”, certainly not enough for a purchase.

So I dedicated a little time to improve quantity and quality of my knowledge. Typing 
“lawnmower tractor” into Google delivered hundreds of thousands of results, but af-
ter perusing a few of the first links, I stumbled upon MMT Italia, a website dedicated 
to the trading of second-hand earthmoving machines. Visiting it is tantamount to 
boarding a time machine back to the ‘70s (Fig. 20), as if 40 years of research in user 
interface had never happened.

The site is unbelievably messy, my thirteen-old daughter could design a better 
homepage with Microsoft Publisher 1.0; yet, all the nose-thumbing stops when you 
click on the Forum section: if the interface remains firmly anchored to the same geo-
logical era, the stats are noteworthy: over 43,000 threads, half a million posts, 
44.500 registered users and over a million visitors (if the averages of the day when 
the screen shot was taken are representative); clicking down a couple of levels down 
gets you to the forum sub-section dedicated to lawnmower tractors which boasts over 

+45° 14' 7",  +9° 14' 24"
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300,000 visits. My search was over: I immediately knew all I could possibly want to 
know about my future purchase was here. In such a vast sea of questions and an-
swers, I obviously found a number of people that were discussing situations very simi-

lar to mine.

After a couple of weeks, I had discovered that the world of lawnmower tractors is 
huge: numerous options like mulch or sweep, front cut or ventral, one blade, two or 
three, hydrostatic vs. manual transmission, two or four-wheel drive generated a huge 
offering portfolio with prices ranging from 1,500 to 50,000 euros; reading the forum 
taught me what were the most reputable brands, which ones had a better support or-
ganization, which models were reliable, which features offered which benefits.

Some of the alternatives were clearly not for me: I could not afford to spend 50 
grand on this purchase, nor I had golf courses to mow, but once I removed such ex-
tremes, I was still left with way too many options to pick from, so I posted the arche-
typal newbie post, asking for some advice. In the next few days, answers piled up al-

Fig. 20 - Usability nightmare: MMT Italia
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lowing me to finalize a shortlist of three products, which I posted to the forum again, 
asking for specific buying advice on these.

At this point, an expert user by the nickname of MAXB. (you know he’s an expert be-
cause he posted over 2,000 times to the forum) suggested:

Have you considered a Snapper LT 200?

This particular model was not in my shortlist, so I immediately started investigating it 
(such is the influence of “expert users” in such communities) and alas, this is exactly 
the product I ended up buying, despite its price being about 10% higher than what I 
had budgeted.

I have been very happy with my purchase, and mowing my lawn has been a sheer 
pleasure since. MaxB indeed lived up to his expertise giving me a very good advice.

Everything in this story UP TO THIS  MOMENT is absolutely true and real. Now we move in 
the imaginary part, which starts more or less when MaxB. makes his remark propos-
ing the Snapper.

Let’s imagine now Andy, a fictitious salesman for John Deere also responds to my 
shortlist proposal, with a post like the following:

Hi Gianni, this  is Andy, I work at John Deere. I see you are on the market for a tractor like our XD440 model; I hap-
pen to be in your area next sunday. What if a loaded a brand new XD440 on the flatbed of my truck and swung by 
your place around 11AM?

I’ll leave you the tractor to test on your own lawn for the day, while I visit other clients and if when I return you 
liked it, maybe I can also cut you a good deal.”

Normally, such a pushy approach would be rejected, right? But in that particular 
moment, Andy is hitting me with exactly the product I want, he knows how much I am 
prepared to spend and can devise his closing strategy accordingly, he offers me a 
little valuable extra (free freight and a test drive) and he even shows he trusts me 
enough to leave me the machine (of course Andy is risking nothing, I will sign a re-
ceipt, but it still looks like a kind gesture, does it not?).

In other words, how could I resist to such a proposal? And how likely do you think it 
would be that Andy gets the sale?
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No rocket science, but a matter of serendipity, except that online we know exactly 
when the money is burning a hole in our user pocket, allowing us a unique opportu-
nity to jump in for the kill.

The John Deere’s Community Manager would have MMT’s forum in his list of external 
communities to monitor, and every time he spots someone “becoming Green” like I 
had done, all he has to do is loop in a salesman.

He could have also “warmed me up” when in Yellow state, for example offering me 
links to a YouTube movie with a XD440 test or linking to positive opinions of users on 
the machine.

When in Chapter 4 we will discuss the governance issue, we will discuss the impor-
tance of involving the rest of the company as the project progresses. This is a clear 
example (albeit imaginary) of how important this is: involving Andy the salesman is a 
breeze, IF HIS BOSS HAS BEEN INFORMED AND ENGAGED BEFOREHAND.

Failure to do so voids the whole process, and Snapper makes the sale on the basis of 
MaxB.’s recommendation.

4.7.6 - After the sale: advocacy

As a final note, please do yourself a favor and do not squander your hard-earned 
capital: once the sale has finally happened, chances are you have a very happy cli-
ent using your product somewhere.

We all know that on word from a happy client is worth hours of slick advertising. 
word of mouth was not invented by the Internet, but the Internet made it a billion 
times more powerful.

Online, serendipity 
can be DRIVEN
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Do not worry about unhappy clients: these will be the ones who will get back to you 
immediately to voice their discontent and by now they have learned that criticizing 
you in front of other potential customers easily leads to loss of sales, ensuring prompt 
and courteous attention to their problem.

Happy clients however are less boisterous. Remember the BT case? People created 
the #BTSUCKS hash, but nobody felt the need for a #BTLOVE one.

It is our job therefore to design our program in such a way as to intercept the experi-
ences of happy clients to be used as a further reason to consider the purchase of my 
product.
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5 - Steer the supertanker
 

In the previous chapter we have described the six step cycle leading to a performing 
digital & social media project.

But in a couple of places we also started discussing about involving other functions 
within our company: in essence, if Chapter 4 is the Rear Wheel of our bicycle, the 
current chapter must focus on the Front Wheel. Let us now reconsider the now familiar 
infographic we have used to describe the process.

As you can see, the six steps can be grouped in three blocks:

Six steps grouped in three blocks
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• the TUNE block, made up of phase 1 (Insight)

• the DEPLOY block, made up of phases 2 (Content Strategy), 3 (Online Asset) 
and 4 (Promotion)

• the CONVERT block, made up of phases 5 (Community building) and 6 (Leads 
to Sales)

This different grouping allows us to highlight two major discontinuities separating - re-
spectively - the Tune from the Deploy block and the Deploy block from the Convert.

These “chasms” are more real than in a simple infographic, as they represent how 
our project is moving from one enterprise domain into another: the represent the path 
of this benign infection.

But like brave explorers crossing a ravine on a suspended bridge, the passage can be 
very difficult or very easy depending on how good a balancing act you perform.

The four green dots numbered from ❶  to ❹ represent key meetings which, if success-
ful, allow the project to step into the next domain. As we said at the very beginning, 
change is difficult, and the more the transformation shakes the foundations of how 
people always performed their tasks, the more they will resist, on grounds that “This 
will never works here” or “Our market is different” or “Our channel will kill us for 
this” or my favorite one:

Yes, there is surprisingly high number of executives in a surprisingly high number of 
companies who will still claim that their target is NOT online.

Despite the 1.2 billion people on Facebook, despite the 130% penetration of mobile 
phones in most western countries, despite the onslaught of smartphones, phablets,  
slates, ultrabooks: on the other hand, you can’t see what you don’t want to see.

Our target 
is not online
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Experience has taught me that butting head with my counterpart usually delivers the 
great satisfaction of prevailing in the discussion and losing the business: not great for 
someone who must sell consultancy to pay bills.

Even when you succeed in landing a pilot project, it is very important that this pro-
ject’s success becomes the success of an extended team: at the same time, you must 
ensure that you remember your route and the fact you’re taking on a few passengers 
does not distract you from reaching your destination.

All along this path, you must remember that the Pilot Project client is not necessarily 
more convinced than the rest of his organization that doing things online is better: he 
may have been chosen because s/he is younger, or disposable or simply less hostile 
than any of the counterparts. An initial understanding of the motivations of the key 
decision maker can be really helpful; whatever the result of this assessment, however, 
you will find that this person needs continuous in navigating the complexity of the pro-
ject, where we are, where we are headed, what comes next.

Again, we’ll discuss roles in more detail in Chapter 6.

PARTICIPANTS GOAL DELIVERABLE

➊
Product Managers, Sub-
ject Matter Experts, 
market Analysts

Identify words that belong 
to the Search Seed to en-
able the Insight phase

Bouquet of 30-40 
words (per lan-
guage)

➋
Product / Brand Mar-
keting Communications 
CIO / webmaster

Define storytelling, 
organisation, metrics

Content strategy

➌
Channel manager, Re-
tail manager, Direct 
sales, web sales

Connect online cycle with 
offline touch points

Online / offline cus-
tomer engagement 
model

➍
Corporate Comms, Ex-
ecutive Comms, Assis-
tant, CEO

Convince the CEO that the 
Social Enterprise cannot 
happen without him

The Social Enterprise

Governance path
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5.1 - Insight meeting

Junior team-members often marvel at the fact that in most cases we end up doing this 
meeting twice. The first time, we meet the project’ key decision maker inner circle be-
cause - even though nobody would confess it - they do not really believe we can tell 
them something they don’t already know.

I mean, it’s their clients, don’t you think they know their clients?

The second time, we meet his boss or his boss’s boss simply because they understand 
we’re really onto something. This iterative process is good anyway, because it allows 
us to refine the deliverable and perhaps correct or review some of the attribution on 
the Onion Chart. In fact, over time I started encouraging an early meeting to review 
progress, even though of course data are not packaged well.

The purpose of this meeting is to strengthen the credentials of the whole Digital and 
Social Media approach by showing what people are focusing on in their online dis-
cussions: therefore it is essential that the person running the meeting has a thorough 
command of the methodology in its entirety, even though we are only at its first 
phase. Additionally, findings should always be benchmarked against an average and 
possible explanations for large discrepancies should be sought.

Let’s look at some of the more common “averages”:

SIGNAL TO NOISE RATIO: this is the number of useful posts we have considered, discarding 
all the others as mere noise; averages 3 to 11% , should be slightly higher on Forums 
than on anything else.

SIGNAL PLATFORM DISTRIBUTION: Forums are usually the largest contributor, with 40%-50% 
of useful posts there; a strong showing by Newsgroups usually indicates an higher 
proportion of older users or a very technical topic; usually Blogs represent the small-
est part of useful post, but should it not be the case, this may be a clue pointing to the 
existence of strong influencers worth getting close to. Do not forget to make sure that 
your audience is familiar about the differences among the various platforms.

PARETO DISTRIBUTION OF KEY COMMUNITIES: it is uncommon to find more than 4/5 communities  
where discussions accumulate; should this not be the case, you may want to have an-
other look at your Search Seed to understand if it perhaps mistakenly describes two 
separate ontologies. One simple trick that is visually remarkably effective consists in 
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painting in different colors the Pareto charts of the key communities, allowing to im-
mediately recognize the relative importance of each platform.

Remember to always underline the massive difference that exists between News-
groups and all other platforms on the ‘Net and the fact that a set of key communities 
heavily biased towards Newsgroups takes away one of your powerful awareness 
generators as you cannot pay for advertising on a Newsgroup.

KEY INFLUENCERS: especially if Blogs are unusually important in your distribution, do not 
forget to show a few examples of influencer profiling showing at least their profiles on 
the key platforms (Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn and Pinterest). This allows the audience 
to start understanding the concept of profiling; take this opportunity to reinforce your 
commitment to respecting privacy of users, whether they are favorable or hostile to 
us.

TOPICAL MAP (ONION CHART): this is undoubtedly one of the most important sections of the 
meeting. Always have your analyst(s) in the room with you to help answer questions 
when they arrive (and they will).

The perfect representation of an ontology is probably yet to be found, but in my ex-
perience if you do not like the onion chart, the only alternative is a mind map chart. 
Readability of this chart is essential, even at the price of leaving behind some details 
and, in my opinion, is the trump card of the Onion over a MindMap.

(In case you’re curious, the MindMap in the figure is a real one, representing the 
electoral program of the European Popular Party in the 2007 european elections)

The way to read the onion is to start from the outermost layer (most detailed) and 
then work your way in, explaining how you aggregated the outermost results into the 
inner slices. Having more than three layers means looking for trouble, and I never 
saw an onion with more than four. Be prepared to discuss everything here, from how 
you classified posts to how you aggregated them: this is a topic everyone around the 
table knows well and everybody has an opinion on. 
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Example of a MindMap
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Debate should be encouraged, but never forget that, unlike most other research find-
ings:

5.2 - Tuning workshop

The importance of this meeting is linked to the fact that you have now drafted a Con-
tent Strategy and an Editorial Calendar and you must move into the Deploy block.

The two key constituencies you need to engage and involve in the project are Com-
munications (if it wasn’t already) and IT (which usually is not).

In reality, our objective when INVOLVING COMMUNICATIONS is twofold: first of all, we need 
to validate our EdCal vis-à-vis the messaging architecture they may have and, sec-
ondly, we need to integrate with any other content generation effort they may have 
underway: like always, there is absolutely no point in reinventing the wheel.

It is especially important that Communications does not perceive this project as im-
pinging on something that’s under their responsibility, i.e. messaging and influencers 
relationship building.

The best way perhaps to handle this meeting is to give the Communications Director a 
little heads-up in the form of a rough idea of what the messages are and how we plan 
to handle the EdCal to allow a little preparation so that the meeting can be posi-
tioned as a brainstorming around these two items.

It is also a good idea to have the Communications function prepare a little inventory 
of good quality content they have available - for example, Communications is your 
best bet when sourcing good quality visual content they may have prepared: reinvent-

This is not a sample, 
this is the Universe!
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ing the wheel is NEVER a good idea, while re-using existing material is also a way to 
state your appreciation for work well done.

Besides, the Tuning workshop is essentially similar to a storytelling exercise, where we 
connect a number of dots to make a hidden figure emerge - and in this sense, it re-
quires the skills and capabilities of a Communications person.

ENGAGING WITH I.T. is a radically different endeavor: while Communications and Market-
ing have many an opportunity to work together and share many elements of profes-
sional background and jargon, IT is on a different planet.

CIO rarely speak the language of marketeers and harbor the (not so) secret belief 
that nobody understands their technological infrastructure; this latter point is probably 
true, but the increasing drive towards putting tech “in the cloud” means more than a 
few application domains have more or less become “black boxes” whose inner func-
tioning nobody understands or cares about understanding.

This is a potential liability for Companies, which end up peppering their organization 
with single purpose black boxes that do not interoperate or are compatible among 
themselves or with the IT backbone.

The language differences however should NOT be underestimated and whenever 
possible it is a good idea to enroll the help of a “bridging” facilitator in the form of a 
consultant with a mixed background who can help connect these two diverse worlds.

Over time CMOs and CIOs will converge with one another, but at the moment these 
two worlds are far apart.

The agenda should therefore be kept short and to the point: the discussion of the 
technical requirements for the Online Asset is a good no-man’s land over which a 
connection can be established; further down the line, as discussed in Section 3.7, we 
will have the need to integrate a growing treasure trove of marketing data into an ex-
isting data architecture; that is a much more complex problem, as it impinges on an 
already established architecture.

Moreover, data need to be managed, maintained, de-duped if they are to keep their 
value: unmanaged data are garbage waiting to be taken to the city dump.

The solution may not necessarily be as forthcoming as the Online Asset one, so this 
could be the right moment to alert I.T. of what is coming and what our needs are, so 
that they can start to work on an infrastructurally sound solution. Giving a significant 
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lead time to your I.T. colleague is, moreover, a nice respectful gesture he will not fail 
to acknowledge.

5.3 - Integration meeting

This meeting sits at the juncture of the Deploy and the Convert blocks, and is needed 
to bring the Sales function into the fold.

Conversion scenarios tend to verge often on the imaginative, only to crumble down 
when faced with the hard reality of our sales channel: I have seen great drive-to-store 
program miserably fail simply because nobody had taken the trouble to actually 
check the reality of the storefront itself.

And of course, physical limitations are the simplest of the hurdles: we may crash & 
burn because we conflict with an existing incentive scheme, or we failed to take into 
account the role of territory managers.

It is impossible to foresee all the things that could go wrong (and they will all do, of 
course), except if  we enroll the help of Sales.

In most companies, Sales Directors are rough, short-tempered and busy, so the best 
way to run this meeting is actually to enroll the help of someone in the Sales organi-
zation with good knowledge and experience, but not necessarily the top dog.

Only if this project is jointly owned it stands a chance of passing this crucial test: but I 
always encouraged my teams to push to get as close as possible to Sales in the 
shortest possible time, because this is the ultimate measure of our success.

In terms of timing, it is quite important to involve our Sales rep as early as possible, to 
incorporate this understanding in the creative approach.

If the Integration Meeting sanctions the start of the collaboration, it is important to 
remember that it also starts a probation period during which our ability to add value 
to the sales process will be carefully monitored. It is the Project Leader’ responsibility 
to maintain an open and direct communication line to the Sales Director, to ensure a 
continuous gauging of satisfaction levels: it is impossible to over-invest in this crucial 
phase.
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5.4 - Top Management story

This last transition is the most difficult, but I suspect  CEOs who refrain from this chal-
lenge may put themselves at a significant disadvantage; our project could become the 
trojan horse through which we can bring the Social Enterprise proposition to the at-
tention of our CEO: in fact

Indeed, recent research from the IBM Institute for Business Value (download your 
copy here) says that although only 16% of CEOs are “Social” today, this number is 
projected to increase to 57% in 3 to 5 
years.

Perhaps more importantly, while CEO are 
biding their time to take the plunge, their 
most important constituency - their own 
employees - is not, and one of the things 
they are doing while online is... to talk 
about their CEOs who, as a result, are 
already “Social” whether they realize it 
or not.

To fully understand the consequence of 
what I just said, consider this ranking, 
published by Glassdoor, a leading pay-
comparison site: the evaluation is sponta-
neous and, although we may consider it 

No Enterprise can ever 
become Social despite 

its CEO
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less important than the rankings published by Forbes or BusinessWeek, I would 
NEVER want to be at the bottom of this one!

So it seems the writing is on the wall, and it’s only a matter of time before CEOs be-
come Social. But what does a “Social CEO” look like?

To help answer this question. I thought of looking for an example. I will not format 
this as a Case Study, as I did not have the opportunity to to do any research, but I 
think it is worth looking at what is happening in this company with a keen eye.

5.5 - The case of Anand Mahindra

Mahindra Corporation, headquartered in Mumbai, India, is a $16bn company with 
over 155,000 employees worldwide. Among their several businesses perhaps the 
most important piece is automotive. You may have never heard of them, but they 
have one-and-a-half times the employees of BMW.

Mahindra sells also things like tractors for farmers, steel, aerospace components and, 
not unlike many companies we all know, claims to be different. Watch their video on 
the website and you will see this clear message: “We challenge conventions.”

To be honest, I wish someone had paid me one euro for every time a company 
claimed to be “disruptive” or “challenge conventions”: I am as cynical as the next 
guy towards these lofty claims.

When I first met Roma Balwani, 
Mahindra Group’s Chief Communica-
tions Officer, we both were at the 
World Communications Forum in Da-
vos where she was speaking about 
how an executive like her boss, mr. 
Anand Mahindra, uses Twitter.

Roma is the sweetest lady on the 
planet, but very concrete and matter-
of-fact: in fact she gave an excellent 
speech that aroused my interest and 
made me check out mr. Mahindra’s 
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profile

While Roma cont inued to 
speak, I went down mr. Mahin-
dra’s timeline and came across 
a few intriguing tweets.

I did not have to dig for long to 
come to the realization that 
only mr. Mahindra himself could 
write these tweets: the self-
deprecating humor and per-
sonal references could NEVER 
become part of an Editorial 
Calendar, however sophisti-
cated!

When Roma finished, showed 
her some of the tweets I had 
printed and asked how this 
“really” worked to which she 
confirmed my earlier assess-
ment:

“None of us can touch mr. Mahindra’s 
account, that’s just him talking about 
anything that catches his fancy”

I saw tweets related to all kinds 
of facets of Mahindra’s diverse 
business: some guy praised a 
car, others complained about 
rough handling by a dealer, 
others still wondered if a spe-
cific model was available in 
South America - I saw those be-
cause mr. Mahindra took the 
time for a brief answer.

Then I came across one that 
really blew my top: some guy 

Fig. 26: A few of Anand Mahindra’s tweets
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responds to mr. Mahindra tweeting the fact that the new Xylo website is up, with a 
retort (you can see it for yourself in Fig. 26):

In the age of phone and tablets, how comes the Xylo website is not Apple-friendly? Poor foresight, perhaps?

To which mr. Mahindra responds:

I agree. Vivek--help!

I went back to Roma, pointing this one example and asking who this Vivek guy was, 
to which she said he was the Head of Web at Mahindra Corp. I was flabbergasted: 
what if Vivek was not on Twitter, I said, ready to pick up this request from his boss (or 
more likely his boss’s boss)?

Roma serenely stated I needed not to worry, because

This never happens, at Mahindra!

What I find extraordinary is not that mr. Vivek learned to pay attention to Twitter - af-
ter all, people have learned to pay attention to email, didn’t they?

No, the thing that I find totally awesome is that mr. Mahindra is so confident in the 
ability of his people to carry our his order not to be afraid to issue them in front of a 
million people among which there are clients and potential clients, subordinates, 
competitors and God knows what else.

This supreme self confidence, this radical transparency is perhaps the single most tell-
ing clue pointing to a true Social Enterprise.

Raise your hands, all those who have in their office a little poster bearing the com-
pany values, among which there is one that says: “TRANSPARENCY AND OPEN COMMUNICA-
TIONS”. 

Good; now lower them all those who think this is mostly lip service.

None left? Hmmmmm...
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6 - The Team
In more than one point we made a reference to various roles within the ideal team of 
a Digital and Social Media project; “who does what” is very important for this nas-
cent discipline, as successful projects require a quite eclectic mix of skills and capabili-
ties.

We have identified six different profiles which we will now illustrate, before attempt-
ing a more analytical assignment of key tasks within the frame of the general info-
graphic we discussed in Chapter 4. There may be cases where the same individual 
can cover for more than one profile, but this is quite rare.

It is better, from a resource management and optimization standpoint, to imagine 
these as paid for resources (whether you are actually contracting them outside or not) 
and assign hourly rates to each of these to see this resource allocation exercise in the 
proper arm’s-length perspective.

The job titles adopted in this chapter are obviously only placeholders but proper job 
descriptions are important, to make sure this talent is developed and nurtured within 
the organization.
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6.1 - the Specialist

The Specialist has excellent knowledge of the niche, 
most advanced Social Media  platforms; s/he is an 
early adopter of the “bleeding edge”, regardless of 
its success on main street.

The Specialist may coordinate interns in collecting in-
formation and searching for influencers and will sup-
port Account teams in the phases the project is 
handed over to them.

Specialists are very familiar with search (either direct 
of via the monitoring software of choice in that coun-
try); they oversee the initial phases of client projects 
and are very familiar with the world of blogging. Will 
participate in special interest groups (not necessarily 
work-related, e.g. music, arts, politics); will have an 
extensive network in all Social Networks, have blogging experience and knows inti-
mately all the major blogging platforms. Being an avid gamer is a plus.
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6.2 - the Community Manager

The job of the Community Manager is primarily that 
of making sure that the conversation is orderly and 
understandable: he therefore must possess excellent 
networking skills and, when moderating, refrain from 
participating in the discussion. The authority of the 
Community Manager ideally is bestowed upon him by 
the community itself and resembles the role of the 
Admin in spontaneous communities.

His hand should be light, but swift; his network of 
connections extends also to the offline world, and 
he’s the connector between the community, its key in-
fluencers and the Company.

An excellent, pervasive (and not controversial) social 
media profile, testified for example by a high Klout 

score (>50) is essential for this role. 

6.3 - the Content Manager

The Content Manager job is to go digging for knowl-
edge within the company, allowing him to fulfill the 
Editorial Calendar’ schedule.

S/he must possess a keen eye for what makes good 
content, well, good and editorial skills to improve the 
raw content appeal’ through the use of short videos, 
infographics, external links and the like. A person that 
is well liked within the organization will facilitate the 
collaboration of colleagues for many of whom this is 
an additional workload. Planning and time manage-
ment skills are essential.
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6.4 - the Creative

This profile has an ephemeral but essential role in our 
project. Its importance is both in the actual provision 
of creative intuitions geared towards capturing the at-
tention of users and / or engage them to do some-
thing for us, but also in the constant challenging of the 
statu quo.

Once the team moves in the Deploy block, it may be 
tempted to develop a certain complacency, especially 
if the first campaigns easily attain their objectives, as 
it’s often the case, also thanks to lack of historical 
data.

The Creative becomes essential because s/he’s the 
person who is not afraid to voice “crazy ideas which 

will never work”; on the other hand, attention to detail 
is certainly not a strong suit of this profile, and once the creative juices are flowing 
and the idea for the next campaign has been identified, the Creative can be rotated 
out, so that the Team can assume a more process-oriented posture and execute.

6.5 - the Strategist

The most senior dedicated job in each Project, the 
Strategist “owns” it for the Company (or Agency), 
oversees the application of the general D&SM meth-
odology to the problem s/he understands intimately, 
participated since the early stages evaluations and 
the triage process.

The Strategist assigns roles, monitors performance 
and interprets them; his key counterparts are the 
Community Manager and the Content Manager and 
it’s his job to make sure communications between 
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these two functions is smooth and profitable. The background of the Strategist is firmly 
grounded in Client knowledge. Significant blogging and team management experi-
ences a plus.

6.6 - the Leader

This role is the least dedicated to each project, but it 
nevertheless absolutely indispensable.

This person “owns” the project from a strategic point 
of view, helps overcome roadblocks and must estab-
lish and nurture all the key relationships with the rest 
of the organization.

S/he is able to view the approach to Digital and So-
cial Media with both an eye to the overall strategy of 
the company and one to the organizational implica-
tions.

The Leader knows that this project may be either the 
only one or the first one of a complete transformation 
and knows how to use the early successes as support-

ing planks of a wider organizational transformation platform.

S/he is the counterpart of the Strategist in applying the methodology to the Client 
problem, and will hold ultimate P&L responsibility for the project itself.

6.7 - Resource Allocation Tables

In the following tables we have attempted a more detailed job assignment exercise, 
which of course is only meant as an example; the assignments of the Community 
Manager and of the Content Manager have been thoroughly discussed in Chapter 
4.3, so we will not discuss these here.
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As we already said, there is scope for a partial merger of several functions into the 
same person, especially when the project at hand is not a large one - in particular, 
Strategist, Content Manager and Editorial Manager can become one, provided this 
person is able to understand and play different roles at different times, as  the level of 
intensity of each varies quite a bit over the life of the project. 
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6.7.1 - Roles: Insight

SPECIALIST CREATIVE STRATEGIST LEADER

•Supports search seed 
workshop

•Drives and guides 
Insight meeting 
(search seed) 

•Provides background 
to justify / frame In-
sight meeting

•Helps drive through 
discussion

•Provides overall Cli-
ent interaction guid-
ance

•Researches and 
categorizes informa-
tion from the web 
using seed

•Aggregates relevant 
information to create 
ontology

•Supervises research

•Compiles research 
report deliverables 
(WHO, WHERE, 
WHAT maps and - 
where appropriate 
ABCD analysis)

•Offers off-topic per-
spective when look-
ing a research results

•Brings in experience 
form other projects

•Interpretes results of 
research, providing 
high level views of 
SM topical landscape

•Offers comparison 
and benchmarks to 
other projects

•Interpretes results of 
research, providing 
market and client 
views.

•Offers insight into 
competitors’ activities
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6.7.2 - Roles: Content strategy

SPECIALIST CREATIVE STRATEGIST LEADER

•Leads the way in 
preparing usable 
D&SM content from 
the content provided 
by the Account Team

•Transfers this skill to 
Account Team mem-
bers, assisting them 
initially and subse-
quently supporting 
them

•Adds an outside per-
spective, playing the 
part of the target 
user.

•Finalizes the Storytel-
ling exercise into a 
coherent one

•Together with the PL, 
decides the ontology 
areas where the Cli-
ent might engage the 
target

•Suggests possibilities 
for Destination, tak-
ing into account the 
type of Content and 
the target

•Defines the project’ 
Content Schedule: 
categories of con-
tent, derived/
original/frequency 
etc.

•Mobilizes appropri-
ate resources to 
make available suit-
able content to de-
rive D&SM usable 
content

•Mobilizes appropri-
ate resources to re-
ceive from Specialist 
the skills necessary 
to create  the content 
that’s needed ac-
cording to the Con-
tent Schedule

•Supports the Account 
Team delivery of 
Content as per 
schedule

•Supervises the Ac-
count Team delivery 
of Content as per 
schedule
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6.7.3 - Roles: Online Asset

SPECIALIST CREATIVE STRATEGIST LEADER

•Provides input to the 
greatest and latest, 
novelty ideas, hot 
trends

•Supervises develop-
ment (either in house 
or outsourced), 
manages timeline 
and time-to-
completion

•Oversees the visual 
aspect of the Asset, 
keeping in mind 
Brand guidelines and 
coherence

•Responsible for the 
User Experience

•Designs appropriate 
destination, bearing 
in mind content to be 
delivered, any exist-
ing digital assets and 
target audience.

•If development is 
done in house, mobi-
lizes appropriate 
resources, if outsour-
ced, engages sup-
plier, define SOW 
and contract.

•Provides Client 
background on other 
digital assets in exis-
tence

•Provides Client ac-
cess into ‘owners’ of 
other existing digital 
assets

•Drives and guides 
Tuning workshop

•Responsible for nur-
turing good relation-
ship with Comms / 
I.T.
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6.7.4 - Roles: Promotion

SPECIALIST CREATIVE STRATEGIST LEADER

•Leads the way in 
blogger / community 
outreach.

•Educates Account 
Team colleagues on 
internal Code of 
Conduct.

•Designs and imple-
ments automatic 
connection with 
broadcast Social 
Media assets (e.g. 
Twitter accounts, 
Facebook pages, ...)

•Transfers skills to ap-
propriate Account 
Team members, , 
assisting them ini-
tially and subse-
quently supporting 
them

•Comes up with ideas 
for engagement ac-
tivities (lotteries, 
polls, etc.)

•Oversees graphical / 
visual layouts

•Responsible for the 
User Experience

•Agrees with Client 
target communities 
(as per WHERE re-
port on Insight 
phase)

•Retains overall re-
sponsibility for ad-
herence to KP Code 
of Conduct (disclo-
sure, etc.)

•Mobilizes appropri-
ate resources to en-
gage communities in 
relevant conversa-
tions promoting the 
Destination

•Mobilizes appropri-
ate resources to re-
ceive from Specialist 
the skills necessary 
to adopt the correct 
tone of voice, ac-
cording to the pro-
ject’ Conversation 
Schedule

•Supports the Account 
Team delivery of 
promotion as per 
schedule

•Defines Conversation 
Schedule (targets, 
frequency, etc.)

•Supervises the Ac-
count Team delivery 
of promotion as per 
schedule

•Monitors effective-
ness and rates of 
return of each key-
word, making ad-
justments as needed

•Defines suitable 
keyword bouquet to 
be fed to keyword 
advertising program 
(either existing or 
specially-designed)

•Provides information 
and access to the 
Client keyword ad-
vertising function
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6.7.5 - Roles: Community

SPECIALIST CREATIVE STRATEGIST LEADER

•Monitors applica-
tions to membership, 
accepts / rejects 
them.

•Moderates discus-
sions and interac-
tions between mem-
bers. Bans offenders.

•Implements auto-
matic update 
mechanisms 

•Keeps discussion fo-
rums clean and or-
derly, moderates

•Provides periodic 
activity reports

•Designs automatic 
update mechanisms 
(e.g. newsletters, 
alerts, etc.)

•Designs community 
membership rules, 
acceptance criteria.

•Designs new commu-
nity features, super-
vising their roll-out

•Supervises modera-
tion

•Liaises with client for 
reporting

•Interprets reporting 
to identify next steps 
vis-a-vis the (evolv-
ing) client strategy

•Links back changes 
in Client Strategy 
and information 
about communica-
tions and marketing 
activity in general to 
the Community team, 
so that it good sync 
is ensured.
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6.7.6 - Roles: Leads to Sales

SPECIALIST CREATIVE STRATEGIST LEADER

•Delivers lead infor-
mation in agreed 
format

•Responsible for da-
tabase maintenance

•Integrates with Sales 
Force Automation 
solution (in existing)

•Drafts the connec-
tions between the 
planned online activi-
ties and their IRL fi-
nalization

•Establishes and main-
tains good working 
connection to Sales 
Operations

•Drives and guides 
Integration Meeting

•Nurtures good rela-
tionship to Sales

•Collects conversion 
data to feed back 
into redesign process

•Receives and inter-
pretes conversion 
data to redesign on-
line engagement ac-
tivities

•Receives and inter-
pretes conversion 
data to redesign on-
line engagement ac-
tivities

•Gauges satisfaction 
level of Sales Direc-
tor

•Inputs corrections as 
necessary
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Post-faction
It turns out that the current page count is about the smallest I could achieve: the 100-
odd slides converted to a little more than 100 pages, even though I have yet no idea 
how these will render in proper eBook format.

The process of writing a book does a great deal to place things in their appropriate 
context and connect thoughts: I look forward to receiving feedback which I am hop-
ing at least some readers will want to share.

It also helped me to make the decision to place the whole matter of identity, privacy 
and the tradeoff between data access and contextualized experience into its proper 
importance, leading to the decision to completely expunge it from this book in favor 
of what then became my first published work, “The Digital Self Manifesto”. Some-
times less really IS more, after all.

Finally, I am conscious the average reader (like I do) quickly forgets the content of 
the majority of business books, so I thought it would be a nice gesture to collect all 
the key thoughts in one compact location, the Aphorisms Appendix: I am pretty sure 
that, should anyone pick up this book after a while, browsing through these will bring 
back the key points.

My last but not least thought: using book authoring software is not without its frustra-
tions, but at the end of the day this book was written using a simple word processor, 
because fancy widgets would limit the rendering on simpler devices, and - anyway -  I 
could list at least 10 widgets I would like to see, but don’t exist, yet. Maybe I should 
finally learn CSS and HTML5 - or maybe not.

I am really excited about the endless possibilities that books have now, and the much 
richer experience that reading has become. 
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One more thing...

To be honest, there IS one more thing that I need to say, but could not find the right 
place within the body of the book, which is quite correct because it’s not something I 
can “teach” (assuming I can teach anything...).

Change is tough. 

I know a few very distinguished colleagues who deal about Organisational Change, 
and they all tell me how difficult it is to change anything. And they also tell me that 
despite all the books that have been written on the subject, there is a key ingredient 
that must be there for change to happen, and that is this kind of courage:

Watch full video on YouTube
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The black gentleman who rescues the poor girl is Maurice “Mo” Cheeks, then head 
coach of the Portland Trailblazers basketball team. You will also have noticed he’s 
the closest thing to a tone-deaf person I have ever heard! God, is he awful!!

Yet not only he helps the girl make it to the end of the song, but quickly gets the 
whole arena singing along with them: his technical incompetence is forgiven, forgot-
ten, washed away by the overwhelming force of his leadership.

You may not remember when you first learned to ride a bike; you probably had train-
ing wheels on your bike which after a while, your dad took off. For a while more he 
held you by the back of your saddle as you were learning the magic of angular mo-
mentum the hard way; you may have fallen a few times, and you may have scratched 
a knee but, invariably, you learned. And so has everyone else.

Give it a go, it’s not difficult!
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Appendix: aphorisms
1. For Friends, not for Brands!

2. People are the killer application of the Internet

3. How can listening to your customers ever be wrong?

4. Your users, your platform!

5. One incoming link is worth 1,000 tweets

6. Organic drives the majority of all traffic

7. You can’t disclose too much

8. Never moderate your own posts

9. Measure only what you can act upon

10. The people you find online are the same people you find offline

11. Online, serendipity can be driven

12. Our target is not online

13. This is not a sample, this is the Universe

14. No enterprise can ever become Social despite its CEO
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Thanks
to Alessandra, for noticing the four stages of nurturing; to Carmen, for the discussion 
where the title was born;  to Matthew, for inspiration; to Rod, for calling an onion an 
onion; to Roma, for telling me the Mahindra story.

Gianni Catalfamo

for Friends, not for Brands
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